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Résumé 

Ce travail porte sur l'analyseur théorique et expérimentale de l'interaction entre 

un modèle de c r i e  humain et un téléphone cellulaire opérant à 1900 MHz. Cette analyse 

utilise la méthode des différences finies aux variations temporelles (FDTD). En utilisant 

un modèle homogène. l'impédance d'entrée et le diagramme de rayonnement iissociés au 

téléphone cellulaire sont cdcuiés en utilisant et en l'absence du modèle de la tête. L'effet 

de combiné téléphonique sur le deoit d'un système spécifique (SAR) est calcul6 sur 

quatre modèles de têtes différents, homogène et non-homogène. Des mesures de 

l'impédance d'entrée d'entrée et du diagramme de rayonnement du combiné ont Cté 

effectués pour vérifier les prédictions analytiques. 

Notre étude montre que les effets de la présence de la tCte modtilisér sur le 

modèle de l'antenne utilisée sont une légère déviation de la fréquence centrile du 

combiné lorsque celui-ci est à une distance de 1.5 à 2 cm et un effet de masque 

significatif sur le diagramme de rayonnement de l'antenne dans la direction de Ir tête. 

De plus, même si la valeur du SAR n'est pas sensible l'hétérogénéité. on observe 

une réduction de celui-ci de l'ordre de 5 1  lorsque l'on ajoute un cou au modèle et cette 

décroissance est la même si Io dimension du modèle de la tête est réduite de 10%. 

r 
GilIes-Y. Delisle 
Directeur de thèse 



Abstract 

The problem of the interaction between a human head model and a radio-handset 

ût the frequency of 1900 MHz is studied, both theoreticdly and experirnentally. Our 

analysis is perfomed using the method of FDTD. The input impedance and the ridiation 

pattern of the radio-handset in two cases of with and without the head model are 

cülculated, using a simple homogeneous model. The effect of the radio-handset on the 

head is studied by crilculation of the SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) in tour different 

head models, both homogeneous and heterogeneous. A series of measurements on the 

input impedance and on the radiation pattern of the radio-handset are prrformed to 

çonfirm the theoretical results. Our studies indicate that the effects of the presence of the 

head model on the üntenna model used in our study are s small shift in the centre 

frequency of the radio-handset, when the head handset distance is around 1.5-2 cm, and a 

significant shadowing effect on the radiation pattem of the üntenna in the direction 

toward the head. In addition, while the SAR value is not sensitive to the heterogeneity. it 

reduces by 5% when the neck is added to the model and increüses by the siirne 5% when 

the size of the head model decreases by 10%. 

Giiles-Y. Delisle 
Thesis Advisor 
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Sommaire 

Ce travail a pour objectif d'analyser, à la fois analytiquement et 

expérimentalement, l'interaction entre un combiné-radio et la tête d'un usager à la 

fréquence de 1900 MHz pour laquelle on ne retrouve pas suffisamment de résultats dans 

la littérature malgré l'importance du problème. La plupart des recherches courantes ont 

t3é effectuées pour une fréquence de 900 MHz. Les effets de la tête sur les performances 

du combiné-radio sont estimés 5 partir de calcul de l'impédance d'entrée et du 

diagramme de nyonnement entre O et 6 GHz, alon que les effets du combiné-radio sur la 

tête sont étudiés en calculant la moyenne temporelle du SAR spatial maximal sur des 

modèles de la tête. Notre analyse s'appuie sur la méthode FDTD, un modéle du combiné- 

radio constitué d'un monopole AI4 monté sur un boîtier métallique et des modkles dc la 

tête homogène et hétérogène. Dans les calculs de l'impédmce et du diagramme de 

rayonnement, un  modèle homogène simple. j: une distance de 1 cm du combiné-radio est 

utilisé alors que, pour le calcul du SAR. quatre modèles différents de la tête, B la lois 

homogène et ht3érogènc j. une distance de 15-50 cm de Ia source fonctionnelle est utilisé. 

Les modèles hétérogènes s'appuient sur trois types de tissus du cerveau. des 

muscles et de l'humeur dont Ics formes. positions relatives et dimensions sont 

compatibles avec les données anatomiques disponibles. Les modèles de la tête consiste en 

une partie sphérique de rayon 10 cm, montée sur une portion cylindrique de rayon de 6 

cm, remplie avec les tissus appropriés. Pour les calculs du SAR, les effets de la grosseur 

de la tête, du cou et de l'hétérogénéité des modèles sont étudiés. Une série de mesures de 

l'impédance d'entrée entre O et 3 GHz et des diagrammes de nyonnement dans les trois 

plans ont été effectuées pour valider les résultats théoriques. Nos résultats montrent que 

la présence de la tête introduit une légère déviation de la fréquence centrale du combiné 

lorsque In distance entre la téte et le combiné est autour de 1.5-2 cm, et un effet de 

masque important sur le diagnmme de rayonnement si l'antenne est pointée vers In tête. 



Dans les calculs de SAR, où aucune sensibilité à l'hétérogénéité n'a été décelée. 

['addition du cou amène une réduction de 5% du SAR maximal et une augmentation du 

même ordre si la dimension de la tête du modèle est réduite de IO%. Les résultats de 

notre étude sont comparés avec ceux obtenus par d'autres chercheurs et il apparaît 

clairement que les modeles simples pour la tête sont fiables pour estimer les effets 

mutuels entre le combiné-ndio et la tSte d'un usager. 

GilIes-Y. Deiisle 

Directeur de thèse 



Summary 

The aim of this study is to investigate, both theoretically and experimentally, the 

interaction of a radio-handset and the head of its user at the frequency of 1 9 0  MHz for 

which there rire not enough results in the literature in spite of the importance of the 

problem. Most of the current investigations were done for the effects at 900 MHz. 

Effects of the head on the radio-handset performance are estimated by calculation of the 

input impedance and the radiation pattems of the radio-handsrt in the 0-6 GHz rünge, 

while the effects of the radio-handset on the head are studied by cnlcuiations of the time 

average of the spatial peak of the SAR in the head models. Our analysis in impedance 

and pattern calculations is based on the FDTD method. a radio-h;indset modcl consisting 

ri h/J monopole antenna mounted on a mrtallic box iind n simple homogrneous modcl of 

the hcad, at a distance of 1 cm h m  the htindset. while for the SAR calculütions tour 

diffrrent head models. both homogeneous and hetcrogeneous ones. at a distance of 15-50 

mm from the source point. are used. 

Heterogeneous models are based on three tissue types of n brain. the muscle. and 

the humour. whose shapes. relative positions and sizes are compatible with the existing 

nnatomical data. Head models consisted of a sphericül part. with a radius of 10 cm, 

mounted on a cylindrical part, with a radius of 6 cm, filled with the relevant tissue 

type(s). In the SAR calculûtions the effects of the head size, neck, and heterogeneity of 

the models on the SAR are studied. A series of measurements on the input impedance, in 

the 0-3 GHz range, and on the radiation patterns, in three cuts, are performed to confirm 

the theoncal results. Our studies indicate ihat the presence of the head introduces a small 

shift in the centre frequency of the handset, and r significant shadowing effect on the 

radiation pattern of the antenna in the direction toward the head. 



In the S A R  calculations, while no sensitivity is detectable due to heterogeneity, 

adding the neck results in a reduction of 5% in S m ' s  peak, and en increase by the same 

amount of 5%, is seen due to a decrease of 10% in the size of the head model. Results 

obtained in our studies are compared with those of others researchen, and it seerns that 

simple head models are reliable to estirnate the mutual effects of the radio-handset and 

the head of its user- 

as & Vadjed Samiei E. &dent 
Gilles-Y. Delisle 
Thesis Advisor 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This is a short introduction to a luge subject. The brevity is justified by the fact that this 

will serve to open a thesis, and hence only the fnmework issues are de& with. 

1.1 Importance of this research topic 

The problem of the interaction between a radio-handset and its user is of interest and im- 

portance from different points of view and at differeni levels, namely that of a single user, 

of the public, governmental bodies responsible for radiation protection, industries produc- 

ing equipment, and of research laboratones. A carefui study of the interaction problem 

would be achievable ihrough a multidisciplinary or even an interdisciplinary project. coor- 

dinating researches of related disciplines, compi ling. interpreting, and circu lüting the re- 

sults iunong them to be used in further research. Among the disciplines involved in the 

study are epiderniology, physiology, biophysics, and bioelectromagnetics. Contribution of 

each discipline is explained briefly in the second chnpter. 

1.2 Objects of the study 

The general objects of an electromagnetic andysis of the interaction between the radio- 

handset and its operator are explained in the second and fourth chapten. Briefly, by this 

analysis, one may find the effects of the head on the performance of the radio-handset on 

one hand and the level of deposited EM power in the head on the other hand. The first effect 

is quantifiable by determination of the changes in the radiation pattern of the radio-handset 

and of its input impedance in the presence of the user with respect to the case of the isolated 

radio-handset. The second effect is expressed quantitrtively by using the SAR (Specific 



Absorption Rate) which considea both the E field distribution and the biological rnatter's 

ability to transform it to heat, in a simple relation: S A R = ~ ~ E I ~  /p 

In addition to the above mentioned genenl objects, this study is based on some other con- 

siderations too, which encompass the working frequency, the models of the head, and the 

method of analysis. The working frequency is 1900 MHz, for which there are not enough 

studies in spite of its importance. Simple models of the head with an adjustable degree of 

heteropneity have been targeted from the beginning. 

1.3 Methodology used in the research 

Chapter four reviews whût has been done by other teseuchers until now using different 

methods. As it is explained in that chapter, the method of FDTD (Finite Difference Time 

Domain) is the most relevant method of andyzing the head handset interaction problem. 

This is mainly due to the fact thai the human head is a geometncally complex object with 

a heterogeneous dielectric constant. Our modeling is based on the FûTD method. A simple 

metallic box model of handset has been considered which a U4 monopole antenna is 

mounted on its top, and regûrding the human head, four models have been used, named 

NHN (Nonhomogeneous Head with Neck), MI (Nonhomogeneous Head), HN (Homoge- 

neous Head with Neck), and HS (Homogeneous Spheric head) models. In SAR calculations 

al1 four models have been studied while for impedance and radiation pattern calculations 

just the HS model has been used. These models are mathematically expressible and hence 

the related code is adaptable to different ceIl sizes. In addition they are readily upgradeable 

to include the most important geometricrl features of the head. The red value(s) of these 

models are discussed in chapter seven (conclusions). 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

Chapter two explains the following subjects: various aspects of the interaction of EM radi- 

ation with biological matter, various ways of classification; far field exposure versus ne= 

field exposure. or equivalently, interaction with negligi ble or without coupl ing venus in- 

teraction wîth (high) coupling; methods of study of the interaction problem considering re- 

lated disciplines (such as EM analysis rnethod), their methodology and contribution. This 

chapter contains some information about radiation protection standards. 



Chapter three studies the dielectrk behavior of biologicd matter using physical principles 

to give an insight useful in choosing mong the data sources of dielectric constant values 

which are conflicting in some cases. Variation of conductivity and permittivity for selected 

tissues, both of high and low water content have been provided as relevant curves on a wide 

band of frequencies. 

Chapter four considers the fundiunentals of the EM analysis of the interaction between the 

human head and the radio-handset. The chapter contains r study of what has been done by 

other researchers, first experimental studies and then theoretical ones such as analytical 

methods and various numerical methods including FDTD, considerations about the current 

conditions of the research in the subject. The chspter then considers "humün head ndio- 

handset interaction problem at 1.9 GHz" by discussing the goals, methodology and plan of' 

this study. This section presents the formulation used in our analysis and relüted details of 

modeling. 

Chapter five reviews briefly experimental aspects, measurement methods md consider- 

ations, and includes tissue substituting materials systems, solid mixtures and liquid mix- 

tures, some aspects of the real heûd versus the FDTD model of the head and the phantom 

mode! which is used in measurements, and continues with the rnethod of meüsuring the in- 

put impedance of the antenna and its radiation patterns of it with required equipments and 

setups. 

Chapter six presents numerical and experimentd results and includes a definition of the 

problem to be analyzed; pnliminary calculations. both FDTD related and head model ones; 

validation of the code; results of input impedance calculations in the (0-6 GHz) frequency 

band in two cases of radio-handset and head-handset; resul ts of radiation pattern calcula- 

tions in the above two cases at 1.9 GHz; experirnental verification of the input impedance 

and radiation pattems; SAR cdculations in four different models of NHN, NH, HN, and 

HS, information conceming the parameters of related calculations, head model caicula- 

tions, the results obtahed, input impedance, radiation pattern in two cases of isolated radio- 

handset and head-handset, SAR and efficiency calculations. 



Chapter seven considea concluding remarks, and contains some points about w hat shauld 

be done in continuing the study. 

1.5 Contributions and results 

This work presents a rigorous study of the interaction of human head with a radio-handset 

at 1900 MHz using simple heterogeneous and homogeneous models of the head and the 

FDTD method of analysis. 

In order to study the effects of the head on the radio-handsct. antcnna performance chmc- 

teristics (input impedance and radiation patterns) have been calculated theoretically and 

then measured experimentdly in two cases of isolated radio-handset and head-handset sys- 

tem. Regarding the effects of the radio-handset on the head, spatial peak values of the SAR 

in  four different head models have been calculated. The head model used in impedance md 

radiation pattern calculrtions was r simple homogeneous sphencal model of 10 cm radius. 

A distance of 2 cm between the head and the source point of the antenna was considered, 

which seems to be rerisonable. At this distance, the effect of the head on the irnpedance was 

just a small decrease in the centre frequency. But the radiation pattem indicates losses at 

various angles up to 27 dB. SAR calculations are based on four different homogeneous and 

heterogeneous models and give the values of spatial peaks of the SAR as a function of the 

distance between the h e d  and the source point of the radio-handset from 15 mm up to 50 

mm. In this senes of calculations the effects of heterogeneiiy, the head size, and of adding 

the neck to the mode1 were studied. Calculations indicate that adding the neck reduces the 

peak of the SAR by 58,  and by reducing the radius of the spherical section of the head and 

the radius of the neck model by 10% an increase amounting to the sarne 5% will result in 

the peak of the SAR. That means two compensating effects in the above two changes. 

In our calculations, the effect of the ears was not considered, a problem that may have a 

noticeable effect on the peak SAR value. This aspect should be considered in future work 

on these models. 

Regarding the reliability of the results on the peaks of the SAR,  one may add that, cornpar- 

ing with the results by oiher mearchers our values are acceptable. For example, in our cal- 



culations on the MIN model, the peak vdue of the SAR at a distance of 17 mm is 1.54 W/ 

kg, while in the case of Gandhi, [15], the same value of the peak SAR has k e n  obtained at 

r distance of 13.8 mm between the head and source point of the handset. Our results have 

been compared with those of Gandhi, because the values of dielectric constants used in both 

calculations are the same, In our case the value of the SAR for the distance of 13.8 mm has 

not been calculated, and for this reason the above cornpuison is based on the distance for 

which the same value of S A R  has been obtained. 



Chapter 2 

General considerations on the interaction of EM 
radiating systems and biological objects 

2.1 Introduction 

At the beginning of a research on a subject such as human head radio handset interaction. 

there is no easy and straightforward point of departure. This is due to the fact that the sub- 

ject is situaied at the heart of a network of problems. approaches, methods and disciplines. 

Some of these problems are more general than ou .  subject and involve methods and ap- 

proaches which are used as a basis of our research. Some others are at the snme level of 

complexity and genenlity and have mutual relations with our problem so thrt they influ- 

ence it and are being influenced by its related results. Finaily, the third group are those 

problems that together constitute the topic of this work and they may be considered as the 

stvting point. They are more specific problems and their complexity is within acceptable 

limits. From the viewpoint of the subject under study the first group of problems can be 

called generalized problems, the second ones CO-problems and the third ones genented 

problems. This categorization will be used as part of the definition of the subject by point- 

ing generalized problem(s) and generated problem(s). 

2.1.1 Generalized interaction pmblem 

In this category, the subject of "biological object EM mdiating systems interaction" fits 

very well. It is a rich domain of studies including, epidemiologicd, physiological, biophys- 

i d ,  EM engineering stuclies. In addition, it involves subjects such as exposure standards 

and safety guides, dosimetry and so on. 



As a category, the problem of "human head radio handset interaction" has two basic sub- 

problems, first, "the effects of human head on the performance of the radio handset", and 

second, "the effects of EM field of the radio handset on the head". In the following, it will 

be noted that both of these subproblems require the same method of analysis. Hence. meth- 

odologically it is an electromagnetic analysis of the interacting system composed of the hu- 

man body's mode1 and the EM radiator. Our study begins with the subject of the interaction 

of EM radiüting systems and biologicül objects. 

2.2 EM radioting systems biological objects interaction 

Electrornagnetic energy, today, is one of the most important forms of energy whose pres- 

ence and role is very complex in the modem life. This complexity is due to the fact that on 

the one hand. its presence is inevitable ai al1 levels of private and public life and, on the 

other hand i t  is iilways accompanied with biological hazards. Use of EM energy is accom- 

panied with an environmental pollution. for the majority of cases, or leads to a direct near 

field exposure on the user in some other cases. Designing and application of the EM energy 

related equipments, in addition to technicd aspects, should be based on a sufficient infor- 

mation about the their interaction with living organisrns. 

2.3 EM radiation bioeffeêts: Disciplines and contributions 

When a biological object is under exposure of an EM wave, it absorbs Eh4 energy from the 

field. This absorption may result in biological effects. The nature and level of these effects 

depend on several factors. A complete study of the mûtter is an interdisciplinary subject 

which should consider various aspects of the bioeffects of EM fields. This implies a close 

coopention between workers in related fields. The most important aspects mentioned reg- 

ularly in the literature are Epiderniological, Physiologicd, Biophysical and Electromagnet- 

ic aspects. Evidently each discipline brings with itself its own interests, viewpoints and 

methodology to the field. Objects of such a study includes obtaîning a clear picture of EM 

biohazard under various circumstances, establishing necessary safety standards, evaluation 



of EM field penetration into the body in different situations and so on. Various references con- 

tain information about Epiderniological, Physiological, Biophysical, and Electromagnetic ap- 

proaches [ 1 - f 31. Naturdly arnong the disciplines considered. the bioph ysical approach is 

closer to electromagnetic approach and in the following these two npproaches will be consid- 

ered bnefly. 

2.3.1 Biophysics 

The object of the biophysical approach to the problem is to provide us with a clear picture of 

the relation between the physical interiction mechÿnisms underlying and sontrolling the inter- 

action of electromagnctic fields with biological systems. on the one hand, and specific expen- 

mentally supported biological effects, on the other hand. This approach requires a careful 

consideration of the involving faciors eüch of which has its own peculixities. The most impor- 

tant of these factors are the EM field, the human body, the biological effects and the physicnl 

interaction mechanisms. A brief considention of them will be given in the following. Here ern- 

phûsis is on methodological aspects, not on the details of findings. 

EMJieId-The electromagnetic field is composed of E (electric) and B (magnetic) fields, e x h  

k i n g  specified using two parameten for amplitude and frequency. To the extent that the EM 

field biologicül matter interaction, in the context of our work, is concemed, the magnetic field 

has no important effect. Conceming the electnc field bioeffects, amplitude and frequency 

should be considered separately. As far as the ampli tude is concemed, the intensity of the ex- 

temal electric field and the permiitivity distribution of the matter determine the locd electnc 

field as the final measure of the E field bioeffect. This local field is controllable choosing the 

relevant intensity of excitation and considering the established exposure standards. But as far 

as the frequency is concerned, the picture is not so simple. In fact with changing frequency we 

may find a vast extent of behavior of the EM fields in their interaction with matter, including 

biological ones. This is mainly because of two important points. First, the mechanism of energy 

transfer of an EM field in the transmitting medium is frequency dependent. Second, in the high- 

er frequencies the quantum nature of EM radiation will be more important. Regûrding the first 

point, it should be noted that. in the static case (electrostatic or magnetostatic fields), and in the 

extremely low frequency (ELF) fields the energy transfer mechanism is essentially nonradia- 

tive. In the higher frequency bands. energy iiiuisfers via the ndiative mechanism. Conceming 



the second point, with raising frequency the energy of photons will rise to a an extent that 

may be sufficient to do some chemical changes, including ionization, in the structure of 

macromolecules in biomatters. Here, it may be helpful to review rapidly the ionization ef- 

fect of EM radiation. 

2.3.2 Etectrontagnetics 

2.3.2.1 General aspects 

Electromagnetic theory is a macroscopic theory w hich c m  provide us w ith the distnbution 

of E and H fields in ii specified region of space under various conditions, knowing the nec- 

e s s q  information conceming the EM field source, the distribution of dielectnc constant. 

the magnetic penneability and electric conductivity of matter in the region and the existing 

boundary conditions. These panmeters should be described macroscopical l y, othenvise 

the problem will become practically intractable. Then, having E and H distributions in the 

matter. we can easily find power deposited per volume. 

This picture is evidently not complete and there are other aspects. which shouid be consid- 

ered. Real 1 y. to the extent that macroscopic electromagnetic theory is concerned this prob- 

lem is essentially a scattering problem. But if we consider thai here the scatterer is basically 

a living organism interacting with the EM field and therefore a site of coexistence for some 

EM field induced physicd interaction mechanisms and ii vüst amount of biological and 

physiologicd processes which should not be influenced seriously, then we will be able to 

realize that an EM engineer should go very far away from the traditionally frontiers of mac- 

roscopic EM theory. 

Using EM methods to analyse hurnan body and EM radiating system interaction means 

solving Maxwell 's equations under the conditions descnbed above. The method of solution 

may be analytical or numerical. Normally analytical methods are suitable when we need 

some general results in which the inclusion of the details of the mode1 is not so important. 

In these cases simple models may be sufficient. Regarcüng geometrical complexity of bio- 

Iogical objects. âiversity of their dielectric properties and complexity of the EM ndiating 

systems utilized in the bioelectromagnetics appücations, using numerical techniques to 

characterize and quantify EM field interactions with biological objects, is not only desir- 

able, but essential. NumeIîcd methods, too, have their own specific features, for example, 



they heavil y rel y upon computer resources. 

This aspect dong with precision requirements impose some limitations. Norrnally one hes 

to rnake a trade-off to arrive at an acceptable result. The study of physical paxmeters of 

body organs in different frequency bands, the lack of information and the discrepancies in 

the reported data constitute another dimension of the difficulties encountered in bioelectro- 

magnetics. Any research in this ûrea should be started with a careful consideration of these 

aspects. 

2.3.2.2 Electrotnagnetic anulysis of Hman body mdiuting systems interaction 

Having studied briefly the contribution of some disciplines involving the interaction be- 

tween the human body and radiating systems and having reviewed some general aspects of 

electrornagnetic theory related to this area, the time has corne to consider the contribution 

of ihis theory to a solution of the problem. This contribution has two sides, theoretical stud- 

ies and experimental studies as follows. 

Theoretical stttdies 

Effects of radiating systems on the body- The object of this type of study is to calculate the 

EM field distribution and power deposition in the human body under various conditions. 

Depending on the problem and considering the source. the body and the distance between 

them, the problem can be treated as a far field exposure problem or a near field exposure 

one. In the far field exposure calculations one uses a plûnar mode1 for the EM wave while 

in the near field calculations the shape oPEM field may be very complicnted. From the be- 

ginning of these types of studies the researchea have used various calculation methods 

and different models of the human body. Today with the developments of numencal meth- 

ods in electromagnetics they are able to obtain more precise results even for more compli- 

cated models having a relatively high degree of heterogeneity. The FDTD method is king 

used regularly for this type of investigations because of a series of advantages to be dis- 

cussed later. 

Body effects on rodiating systems-This aspect too represents an important application, be- 

cause design and performance prediction for systems which should work in the vicinity of 

hurnan body are based on the results of such studies. Among these systems, personal radio 



hancisets and medical applicators for hyperthemk-î should be mentioned. 

Ekpen'mental studies 

Experimental studies have a complementary role to the theoretical ones. Sometimes they 

are used as a verifying method for the results obtained in theoretical cnlculations and mod- 

eling and in some cases these studies are the sole method of gaining information and esti- 

mation at least in the first phases of investigations. Among them are designing and 

perforxning experimental and memuring setups to evaluate field quantities in situations un- 

der study. Some examples are: measuring EM leakages from various equipments, measur- 

ing EM field in phantom models, and measuring environmentd il pollution. In order to 

perform these studies some prepmtory investigations and experiments are needed regular- 

ly such as measuring dielectric constants of biological moterials, providing relevant phan- 

tom models using suitable artificial dielectrics. and designing more effective probes and 

other related field sensors. 

2.4 Radiofrequency field exposure standards 

In an attempt to assess the many and varied biological effects reported in the literature and 

to identify effects pertinent to a hedth risk assessment, a number of national and interna- 

tional agencies have provided detailed literature reviews that could form a data base for the 

development of human RF exposure standards. Reviews of RF bioeffects literature have 

k e n  produced for exarnple by the World Health Organization (WHO, 198 1) by the Amer- 

ican Nationai Standards Institute (ANSI, 1982) and by the International Radiational Pro- 

tection Association (IRPA, 1984). The WHO (1981), and ANS1 (1982), and other reviews 

and literature were used to develop the lRPA (1984) guidelines, and more recent litenture 

and other national standards were used to draft the updated IRPA (1988) guidelines. The 

International Non-IoniPng Radiation Cornittee of IRPA has published a revision of its 

1984 guideüne (IRPA 1988). In this document, as in its preceding document (IRPA 1984). 

the threshold limit exposures on which the basic lirnits was derived is: 0.4 Wfkg for whole- 

body exposure to RF field 



Table (2.1) "IRPA occupational aposure Iimits to radiofrequency f i e s "  

I Elecrric Magneric 
E (V/m) H W m I  1 w / , *  rn~/cm' 

I unperturbed RMS 
Field strength 

"IRPA occupational exposure limits to radiofrequency fields" is reproduced here in Table 

(2.1) above. Table (2.2) indicûtes the "IRPA genenl public exposure limits to radiofre- 

quency fieldst'. 

equivalent plane-wave 
power density (peq f 

Table (2.2) "IRPA general public mposure iimits to radiufrequency/ieds" 

I Frequency 

2.4.1 Sbndards relafcd to the mobile communication technology 

To the extent that mobile communication technology is concemed The IEEE has approved 

various exposure guidelines, among which one should mention the 1982 guideline, and i ts 

more recent replacements of 199 1 and 1992 1591. For low-powered devices such as cellular 

telephones, that are used in 'uncontrolled' environrnents, ANSYlEEE C95.1-1992 recom- 

men& a specific absorption rate (SAR) as averaged over one gram of tissue of 1.6 Wkg. 

I unpenurbcd RnlS 
Field strength 

equivalenr plane-~vuvcc 
power densiry (peq) I 



Table (2.3) shows the lirnits recomrnended for low power devices by ANSYIEEE C95.1- 

1992. 

Table 2.3 ANSUIEEE C95.1-1992 Limits for low power devices. 

Average SAR 
(100 KHz - 6 GHz) 

Radiated Power 

( 100 KHz - 450 MHz) 

Radioied Powcr 

(LOO KHz - 1500 MHz) 

Controlled en vbonment Unconîrolled environmen! 
I 

~ 0 . 4  W/kg (whole - body) 408 W& (whole - body) 

= ~ 0 . 8  W/kg (punial - body) =cl -6 W/kg (partial - body) 

?.O 1.4 

7. (4SWfl (1,4).(450/fl 



Chapter 3 

Dielectric properties of biological materials 

3.1 Introduction 

The bulk electrical properties of biological materials have been of interest for many reasons 

for over a century. The dielectric properties of tissues are needed for the calculaiion of the 

interna1 electric fields resulting from exposure to nonionizing EM fields, and are thus 

important in the development of communication equipments, diagnostic and rherapeutic 

medical applications of this energy and studies of potential EM biohazards. Dielectric 

properties of biological materials other than tissues are important in developing 

applications of EM fields in a variety of m a s ,  e.g., food processing, other agricultural 

purposes, and drying of various products. On a more fundamental level, study of these 

properties gi ves important i nfotmation about possible mechanisms b y w hich extemai fields 

cm produce effecis in an organism. A vast amount of research has been conducted in recent 

decades to develop the computer-controlled instrumentation for precise and npid 

measurements of dielectric properties, and a greater undentmding of dielectric phenornena 

in tissues and other cornplex materials. 

Siudying the dio-handset human head interaction, too, demands a good understanding of 

the dielecuic propexties of biological materials under various conditions. To the extent that 

EM field biological objects interactions are concemed there are some important points to 

be considered. These considerations are reflected in the data on the dielectric constant in 

the literature, [2,16-201, as foilows: 

l Dependence of the dielectric constant of the biological materials on living condi- 

tions (in vivo, in vitro) 



The change with jbequency, temperatitre. and physiological conditions of the liv- 

ing tissues 

l Lacking of suflcient informations on some organs in some of the frequency bands 

I Differences umong the related data reported in the literature 

The above points someiirnes makes the task of choosing among the data and deciding on a 

reasonable plan of study a dernanding and critical task. In this chipter these properties are 

bnefly reviewed, basic responsible mechanisms of the observed properties are considered 

and relevant data needed in the next chapters are supplied. These data, and an understand- 

ing of the mechanisms, are the starting point for widening the scope necessary for precise 

modeling of the biological object under EM exposure or analyzing the daims of related bi- 

ological effects 

3.2 Dielectric dispersion in tissues 

In this section we consider the variations of compler permittivity of tissues. Our consider- 

ations here are based on two points. Fint. we concentrate our study on the LTHF and the 

Microwave bands of frequencies. This is due to limitation of spûce in this chapter on the 

one hand and to our interests in these frequency bands in later chapters. Second. while the 

changes in conductivity with frequency are coupled to changes in permittivity by the Kram- 

ers-Kronig relations, it is instructive to consider the conductivity sepmtely, with reference 

to dielectric mixture theory. 

3.2.1 Conductivity 

Conductivity at frequencies above LOOMHz, the conductivity reflects increasingly large 

contributions from relaxation effects. Three possible mechanisms c m  be identified. 

3.2.1.1 Lusses due to Maxwell- Wagner processes 

A Maxwell-Wagner process means interfacial polarkation of the electrolyte and relatively 

nonconducting protein molecules. Assuming appropriate values for the electrical properties 

of the electrolyte and protein in a typical tissue, relevant equations 1211, predict increases 



in conductivity of û few hundredths of a rnillisiemens per meter with a mean relaxation fre- 

quency of about 300 MHz. This was suggesied as a minor contribution to the dielectric re- 

laxation in barnacle muscle at frequencies between 0.1 to 1 GHz. 

3.2.1.2 Losses due to polar stntctures 

A class of losses originate in the dielectric loss of small polar molecules and polar 

sidechains on proteins. The principal relaxation range of protein molecules is in the low 

megahertz range; but by virtue of their small size. single amino acids and polar sidechains 

of protein molecules can undergo a dielectnc relaxation at much higher frequencies. In 

view of the proportionality of the total increase in  conductivity to the mean relaxation fre- 

quency. such a relaxation process can contnbute observably to the loss above 100 MHz 

even though the corresponding changes in permittivity might be small. 

3.2.1.3 Losses due to wciter content 

Dielectric relaxation of water. Pure waterexhibits a dielectnc relaxation that is nearly char- 

acterized by a single time process with relaxation time of 8 psec, corresponding to a relax- 

ation frequency at 20 GHz at 25 C. Consequently, its conductivity will rise approxirnately 

quadratically with frequency below the relaxation frequency. For typicûl high water con- 

tent tissues, this increrse in conductivity becomes comparable to the ionic conductivity at 

3 to 5 GHz. Moreover, the conductivity of tissues and protein solutions will include a con- 

tribution from dipolar relaxation of the water of hydntion, which exhibits r relaxation fre- 

quency an order-of-magnitude or more below that of bulk water. It appears that in barnde 

muscle tissue, the contribution to the totd conductivity, and dipolar relaxation of motion- 

ally resûicted water, ionic conductivity, and dipolar loss of bulk tissue water are d l  of 

roughly comparable magnitude i t  about 3 to 5 GHz, although the uncertainties in sepmt- 

ing the contributions from "bulk like" and motionally altered water are quite large. 

3.23 Peniltivity 

Typically, soft tissues exhibit a continuous monotonic decrease in permittivity with fn- 

quency, together with an associated increase in conductivity. Pennittivity values can ex- 

ceed 10' to 106 at subaudio frequencies and can be erpected to reach Limiting values of 4 



to 5 at frequencies approaching 1 0  GHz. Three major dispersion regions can be identified 

(fig 3.3). that would correspond to separate relaxation processes with total dielectric incre- 

ments, AE, , A E ~ ,  and A E ~ .  respectively. 

Figure 3.3- The variations of e' with frequency for various dklectric dispersiori processes 

3.2.2.1 Alpha dispersion 

The alpha dispersion is manifested by the very large increase in permittivity at audio fre- 

quencies. In this frequency range, large permittivity values are produced by ionic diffusion 

processes in micron and larger sized objects; such effects must be presurned to occur in tis- 

sues as well as these low frequencies. Other possible low frequency polarization mecha- 

nisms that are specific to individual tissues would included active membrane conductance 

phenornena, the charging of intracellular membrane-bound organelles that connec t with the 

outer ceIl membrane, and perhaps a frequency dependence in the membrane impedance it- 

self. For a total dielectnc increment AIE of 106 and reliuxûtion frequency of 100 Hz, the in- 



crease in conductivity is expected from the Kramers-Kronig relations to be roughly 0.005 

S/m, which is negligible compared to the ionic conductivity of rnost biologicd prepm- 

tions. 

At these low frequencies the tissue impedance is ovenvhelmingly resistive in spite of the 

tremendous permittivity vaiues that are measured. Consequently, for the engineering appli- 

cations, the alpha dispersion is of little significance. 

The beta dispersion occurs at RF due principally to the capacitive charging of cellular 

membranes in tissues, although smaller contributions are also expected from dipolur relax- 

ation of proteins in the tissue. Blood exhibits a total dielectric increment AE of 2000 and P 
a $ relaxation frequency of 3 MHz, and consequently a total conductivity increlise of 

roughly 0.4 Slm of which by far the largest part is due the increase in the volume fraction 

of the suspension that is available to conduction, i.e., the inincellular as well as extriicellu- 

lar spaces. For tissues, the total change in permittivity through the beta dispersion ap- 
1 proaches 10 relative to free space, and the relaxation frequency is about 500 KHz. 

3.2.2.3 Gamma dispersion 

The gamma dispersion occun with a center frequency near 25 GHz at body tempemture, 

due to the dipolar relaxation of the water that constitutes 80% of the volume of most soft 

tissues. For a total dielectric increment A& of 50 (typical of soft tissues containing 80% 

water) and relaxation frequency of 25 GHz, the total increase in conductivity is about 70 SI 

m. 

3.2.2.4 Delta dispersion 

In addition to the above three major dispersion regions, there is a smdler, nther poody de- 

fined delta dispersion in the range of O. l to 3 GHz, for which no single, dominant relaxation 

process has been identified. In tissues, the total observed changes in relative pennittivity 

between 0.1 and 1 GHz are typically in the LO to 20 range relative to free space, with asso- 

ciated increase in conductivity of 0.4 to 0.5 Sfrn. This is presumed to mise in part from the 

dipolar relaxation of water of hydration, and in part from rotational relaxation of polar 



sidechûins, and possibly aiso fiom ionic effects of the Maxwell-Wagner type or countenon 

diffusion dong small regions of charged surfaces. The lack of a single, dominant mecha- 

nism makes the analysis of this dispersion region in tissues nther difficult. 

3.3 Concluding mmarks 

The calculations needed to analyse the interaction of an EM system with biologicd matter 

finaily involve a series of values to be regarded as dielectric constants of related tissues at 

the working frequency, In redity one should consider some theoretical facts based on phys- 

ical principles and some global insight conceming the behaviour of dielectric constants of 

tissues in a sufficiently wide band of frequencies nround the working frequency. Consider- 

ing these aspects the researcher would be able to do the following steps. 

Choose the relevant values for dielectric constant among the existing sources 

N Interpolate and extrapolate the dielectric constants ai other frequencies to 

obtain the required values nt the working frequency 

Regarding the fint point one should consider for exmple thrt the real part of the dielectnc 

constant is a rnonotonicrlly decreasing function of frequency. This implies a rule for any 

given tissue as: 

where f 2 f . Figure (3.4) show the global behaviour of some selected tissues. both with 

low and high water content. 

Regarding the second point researchers have conducted studies about parametrization of 

media dispersive properties, such as dielectric properties of biologicd matter, Mrozowski, 

M. and Stuchly, M A .  [23]. 



fa): PrnniaivirJr e o/some wicd h u e s  of high warer content 

Figure (3.4) Dielcctric pmpenier of sorne selected tissues of high and low water content, 1221 



Chapter 4 

Fundamentals of electromagnetic analysis of the 
interaction between human head and cellular phone 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyses a system composed of a cellular phone and head, from an 

electromagnetic theory point of view. To situnte it in the context. a review of the works 

which have been reported in  the litenture, together with a cornparison of related methods. 

will be given. Then the important points which motivated this study will be mentioned and 

our method of choice will be justified. An analysis of the pmblem dong with the relevant 

formulation regarding the different parts of calculations will follow. 

4.2 Literature review 

Resenrch on the subject of interaction of ndiotelephone opentor with EM fields interaction 

goes back to at least three decades ago. At that time, numerous investigations have been 

conducted with mainly experimental studies. Theoretical studies based on analyticd 

methods and simple rnodels of the head started later. With the rdvances in the computer 

tec hnology, w hich promoted research and advancements in numerical methods, another 

approach based on computer simulation and using more sophisticated models arme. Toâay, 

one sees a coexistence of various approaches and methods used by researchers around the 

world. Among these approaches, the numerical computation using the FDTD method has 

shown a high âegree of accountability, so that it may be considered as the canonical 

approach to the problem where a high degree of accuracy in the results is required. Before 



considering what the researchers have done using the FDTD method, a npid review of 

other approaches is presented below giving samples of ideas and results reported in the 

literature. 

4.2.1 Experimen ta1 investigatrgons 

In these studies the temperature rise or the electnc field in the head phantoms are measured. 

For example Balzano et al., [24,25], measured the temperature increase in human head 

pliantoms in the vicinity of a 6 W portable radio antenna at 150 MHz and 800 MHz. 

Chatterejee et al., [26], measured the electnc field in a phantom humnn body using an 

implantable probe, the head mode1 being exposed to the EM field from a portable radio 

transceiver openting at 50, 150,450, and 800 MHz. Another experimental study reported 

by Cleveland and Athey [27] dealt with the measurement of the electric field in the hed  

models under exposure from a hand-held radio transmitting at frequencies in the 800 MHz 

band. In another report Balzano et al., [28], explained a method to quantify the RFexposure 

of the users of portable cellular phones in terms of SAR. using a robotic system to 

accurritely position an isotropie E -field probe. They exposed the phantom through a dipole 

antenna situaied very close to its surface. Using the following relation 

SA R At = c*AT (4- 1 ) 

in which At is the exposure time (30 sec), c (2.7 joules/C/g) is the thermal capacity of the 

simulated tissue and AT is the temperature increase due to the RF exposure, they found the 

SAR and. putting it into relation (4-2) 

1 ~ 1 ~  cf SAR = - (4-2) 
P 

2 
where a is the simulated tissue dielecvic loss and p its density, they obtained IEl . 

4.2.2 TheoreticaI investigclh0n 

4.2.2.I Analytic methods 

Amemiya and Uebayashi, [29], have derived closed-form formula for a homogeneous 

sphere irradiated by a haîf-wavelength dipole antenna. They modelled the human head as 



a dielectric lossy sphere and then calculated the power deposition inside the sphere by using 

the theoretical equations. Kamimura et al., [30], based their studies on the theoretical works 

of Amemiya and Uebayashi, compared ûcturl radiation sources with a h/2  dipole model 

investigated the impedance variation in the presence of the phantom model, and concluded 

that the h/2  dipole model is quite useful for describing the exposure of a human head to 

the incident fields from portable radios. They also added that a correction factor depending 

on the antenna type rnight be necessary for more rigor. 

42.2.2 Numerical cornputution methods 

Various methods have been described in the literature for numerical cdculation of human 

head radio-handset interaction. The approaches to this problem consist of numerically 

solving Maxwell's equations in eiiher differential or integral fom. These approaches fa11 

into the two cntegories of time domain or frequency domain methods. The most successful 

frequency domain method is the rnethod of moments (MOM). However, the MOM requires 
7 3 

compuier storage and computütion time on the order of 3 (N)- and 3 ( N )  , respectively, 

where N is the number of cells. Numerically efficient algorithrns have been developed, but 

at best, time requirements are reduced to N l o g N z ,  [3 il, which is still very large for the 

needed high-resolution methods where N may be on the order of several thousands to ten 

thousands. Among the time domain methods are the finite-element and the finite-difference 

method. In contrast to the MOM method, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 

method has time requirernents proportional to a constant times N and stonge requirements 
J/3 proportional to N [32]. Even though N is considerably greater for the FDTD method 

because of an overhead of free space cells around the body, when bodies of 20 000 cells 

(ce11 number in a 27 x 17 x 27 FllTD space) are contemplated, my method whose 

resource requirements increases linearly rather than geometrically presents an attractive 

alternative. The relative advantages of the FDTD rnethod with respect to other numencal 

methods, specifically for analyzing of a problem such as human head radio-handset 

interaction, are not limited to tirne and cornputer stonge aspects. M.F. Iskander has studied, 

[33], the broader context of applications in bioelectromagnetics and has shown that how 

these two methods dong with the sphencal-wave expansion rnethod should be considered 

as complementary to one another in this highly diverse field. In our case, the complexity of 

both the geometry and material distribution of the head on the one hand, and the details 



needed in the information about the SAR distribution in the head on the other hand, make 

the FDTD method practically the method of promise. 

4.2.2.3 FDTD based studies ofthe problem 

Using the FDTD method in analyzing the human head radiating systems interactions goes 

back to the first years of this decade. In 199 1, Dimbylow, [34], used the method to calculate 

the SAR distribution in a realistic heterogeneous model of the head for piane-wave 

exposure from 600 MHz to 3 GHz. His concems in this study were an enhanced absorption 

due to resonance in the head, hot spots in the brain, and in higher frequencies the 

increasingly superficial deposition of energy pürticuiarly in the eyes. However their 

exposure was a uniform plane wave which is not the subject of our study. In fiict e more 

intense local pattern of absorption will be produced by the anisotropic fields from sources 

close to the head. The sarne author then considered the clilculütions of the SAR for a dipole 

closely coupled the head at 600 MHz and 1.9 GHz in mother srudy, [35]. In this study he 

calculated the power absorption in the eye using a detailed model of the eye including 4 

tissue types and arrived at the SAR as a function of distance between the EM source and 

the eye surface. Their result for the frequency of 1900 MHz is shown in Figure (4.1) 

DWtance from eye. cm 

Figure (4.1) nte SAR uveraged over the eye as a fwiction of the sepuration between the dipole and the surjàce 

of the eye ut 1.9 GHz, 1351. 



Toftgard et ai., [36], analysed the problem using an homogenous and spherïcal model of 

head, a block model of the hand and a box model of the radio-handset at the frequencies of 

914 MHz and 1890 MHz. Based on their findings haif of the power is absorbed in the hand 

and head. Most of the absorbed power (961) is deposited in the head and just (4%) is 

deposited in the hmd. Martens. [37,38], conducted similar studies at 900 MHz, using a 

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imagery) based model of the head and for a monopole mounted 

on a box. Absorbed power ratio reported by Martens is 50921, in [37], and 15%, in [381. 

Figure (4.2) shows the effect of the head model on the H planc pattcm [371. 

- - Withoric operator 

- Wiih operator 

Figure (4.2) Far-field radiarion pattern wirh and wirhout the presence of apcrator; /3 71. 

Jensen and Rahmat-Samii, [14], studied fie problem at 900 MHz, using a MRI based model 

of the head including 5 tissue types and considenng four models of antennas and reported 

an absorption of 48 to 68% of the total power in the head and hand. Hombach and 

colleagues conducted another study, [39], at 900 MHz using realistic models of the head 

with different sizes and shipes and models of the intemal anatomy. They observed an 

independence of the SAR properties from the size and shape of models. Regarding the 

details of the model they observed that although local SAR values depend significantly on 

local inhomogeneities and electric properties, the volume-averaged spatial peak SAR 

obtained with the homogeneous phantoms only slightly overestimates that of the worst- 

case exposure in the inhomogeneous phantoms. Meier, Hombach et al. in a more recent 

study [40], based on the s a m  methodology at 1800 m, used a dipole antenna and a 



realistic model of the head. In this study they used the Mafia software package to analyse 

complex head phantoms. This code based on the finite-integration technique (FTT) is 

conceptually slightly different from the FDTD technique, but nevertheless results in the 

same numencal scheme. They concluded that a homogeneous representation of the head is 

suitable for assessing the maximum specific absorption rate SAR in the head if appropriate 

parameters are chosen. Figure (4.3) shows SAR profiles obtained at 900 MHz and 1800 

MHz,  in homogeneous herid models. 
S M  p m m  on the r ani thmugh the homcrgcncoiu phwiruku 

Figure (4.3) SAR profiles in hornogeneous head models, al 900 MHz, 1-391. and ar M O  MHz, [40/. 

Watanabe and CO-workers, [4 11, used a realistic model including the auricle at 900 MHz 

and 1.5 GHz, although they did not explain how they modeled the auricle considenng n ceIl 

size of 2.5 mm. As they intended to study the influence of auricles to maximum values of 

local SAR this aspect seems to be important. They studied also the effects of the mtenna 

size on the maximum locd SAR. In the head mode1 they have used the dielectric constant 

for fat has been considered equal to 4.67 at 900 MHz and 9.70 at 1 5 0  MHz. This does not 

seem to be correct h m  the physical point of view, as the dielecvic constant of materials 

should decrease when increasing the frequency. The point is that they used different sourc- 

es for dielectric constant of tissue types they needed without verifying the compatibility 

among them at least to the extent that the general theory of dielectncs is concemed. Gandhi 

et al., [1 SI, worked on the saxne problem, at 835 MHz and 1.5 GHz, for a )c/4 and a 3A/8 

monopole antennas, with realistic MRI based models of the heads of an adult person. of ten 

years child and of 5 years chîld with resolutions down to 1 mm. They too calculated the 



SAR distribution in the head. They observed that using homogeneous models of the head 

leads to gross overestimations in the results of SAR calculations. Table (4.1) indicates the 

results they reported regardhg head models of an adult male and of a 10 yem old child at 

1900 MHz. 

Table (4.1) Cornparisons for d e l s  of an ad& and IO-year-old c h u  at frequency of 1900MHz. / 151 

Peak 1 - voxel S M  ( Wkg)  

Peak 1-grSrlR*(W&g) 

Peak 1 -vo.rel SA R for &min ( W h )  

Power absorbcd by hcad a d  nec& 

Power absorbed by heud and hund 

Peak l -vo?rel SA R for brah ( W/kg) 

Adult male 1 1 û-yeurs-O&-chihi 

a U4 M l r W  abme a hanciset u r&n/ur rhc calculatiuru 
3 * 5 x 5 x 5 crlk; 0.9W x 0.987 x 1.200 cm: 1.170 cm furrhr &if male 
3 7 x 7 x J crllt; 1.057 x 1.057 x 0.939 cm; 1.049 cm for rhe 10-yror-old chtld 

Okoniewski and Stuchly reported another study. [4Z 1, rt 915 MHz using various boxes. 

spherical and realistic head models to consider the effects of the head. hand and e u .  

They reported that the hand holding the handset absorbs a significant proportion of the an- 

tenna power output, a proportion which can be considenbly decreased by modifyying the 

geometry of the handset metal box. Table (4.2) indicates dependence of power deposition 

in various models they studied on the sepmtion between the ontenna and the head model. 



Table (4.2) Effects of the distance between the untenna and the Head Model; 915 MHz, 1 W. [42] 

4.3 Considerations about the current conditions of research in the subject 

The above review indicates the most important aspects of the research in the subject and io 

some extent indicates the complexity of this interaction problem which in its ium has been 

reflected in the complexities md ranks of the specific research laboratones working on the 

matter. For this reason. in addition to vaîous resexch labs. in U.S., Canada, Japan. Swit- 

zerland, an European project too is involved in the matter. [37]. In this European project, a 

multi-disciplinary group of engineers, physicians. and biologists are investigating the link 

between the fields absorbed in the head of the operator of a wireless and possible health 

effects. To this one should add the controversy regarding the value different research groups 

ûppreciate the models used by other groups, such as disagreement about the vaiue of homo- 

geneous models of human head as indicated above, [39,40,15]. Here the generd and spe- 

cific aspects of the subject as explained above are mentioned to provide at the sarne time a 

basis for definition of our research subject and its planing. 
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4.3.1 Geneml aspects 

The most important studies have been done using FDTD method. These studies have king 

done from the first years of this decade and have essentidly concentrated on the 900 MHz 

band, although some other studies around 1.8 GHz, have also been reported. Present studies 

are concentrating on finding the SAR values in different conditions and with different head 

modets. 

4.3.2 Frequency dependent aspects 

Results at higher frequencies c m  to some extent be different from results at lower 

frequencies. This is due to the complexity of the interaction problem. For example knowing 

the value of homogeneous models in nssessing the spatial-peak power absorption at 900 

MHz, as Meier et al., [JO], observed, will not be sufficient to make the s m e  judgement 

about its applicability rt higher frequencies, for example in the frequency band from 1.5 to 

2.5 GHz. In this frequency band some tissue lryers have a thickness in the nnge of h/2-)rl 

4. At higher frequencies the relation between absorption and anatomical details becomes 

even more cornplex. To this, one should add the necessity of using more rnemory space to 

mode1 the objects under andysis, which leads to the necessity of using supercornputers for 

studies concerned with frequencies of several GHz. 

The experimental studies in this field are not solely to confinn the simulation results. They 

are the best sources of information to guide the workers even in their initial modeling 

because the head mode1 is neither fixed nor unique. Recise results in ihese experiments 

require various elements such as carefully pnpared head phantoms, suitable probes and 

precision positioning. Recise implementing systems to place probes using robots have 

k e n  reported 

4.3.4 NumericaI (FDTD) M d e b  of the head 

Both MRI based models and geometrically simple models have been used. Both 

heterogeneous and homogeneous models have been used. 



4.3.5 Data on the values of rissues' dielecînk constant 

One of the problems that complicates the comparïson between the reported results is the 

vast discrepancy mong the values used for the dielectric constants of tissues. To this, one 

should add the lack of data for some tissues at a specific frequency which may oblige a 

researcher to use another data source. ~ometimes these data are not compatible as indicated 

above in the case of Watanabe, [41]. 

4.3.6 Resuks and discussion 

There are differences on the reported SAR and absorption rates by various reseûrchers and 

even discrepancy between the results reported by the sarne researcher on the same quüntity, 

[37,38]. Another problem is the value of a homogeneous rnodel of the head, [39,40,15]. 

4.4 Human head radio-handset interaction problem at the 1.9 GHz 

4.4.1 Goals, metliodology and plan of study 

Reguding the potential biohazuds of cellular radio handsets and the npid development of 

their use. the problem of estimation and evaluation of the related bioeffects has always been 

a concem to the public, to govemmental bodies, companies, and researchen. Commercial 

producers should satisfy the herlth regulations and criteria in order to be permitted on the 

market. These criteria are fomulated as worst case maximum SAR in the head of the user 

Most studies until now were conducted for a workjng freqwncy around 900 MHz and those 

ones perfonned at 1900 are limited. Our aim in this study is to investigate the interaction 

problem using simple homogeneous and heterogeneous hend models. In the litemture 

normally the head models are MRI based or in the case of simple ones the models used are 

a sphere. In this study in addition to use a simple homogeneous sphencal head model, 

simple heterogeneous models containing thne tissue types and nasal and mouth cwities are 

studied. Hence it is possible to develop simple rnodels to assimilate more anatomical 

aspects of real head and at the same time keep the mode1 mathematically expressible so that 

it will be applicable with various ce11 sizes, for example in higher frequencies applications, 

with little effort. The effects of the head size, adding the neck to the model, effects of 

heterogeneity on the peak value of SAR in a reasonable head-handset distance are studied. 



The head effect of the performance of the radio-handset is studies by caiculation of the 

radiation patterns and input impedance and the radiation efficiency of the handset in 

absence and in the presence of the simple sphencal head rnodel. The effect of the handset 

on the head is studied using 4 different models, both homogeneous and heterogeneous, to 

find the average value of the spatial peak of SAR and the total power absorbed in the head. 

44.2 Programming aspects 

The code is based on the FDTDA prognm provided in the reference [32] and ûfter its 

correction and venfication by the example available at the end of that reference, relevant 

subroutines have been developed for near field to far field transformation and SAR 

calculations. Our near field to far field ~msformation is a Ume marching one to calculate 

the E field components in a far observation point using the surface equivalent theorem. The 

following section considen the verification of the core and near field to far field 

transformation of the program. 

a-VeriJcation of the core of rlze program Core of the program hm been venfied using the 

example of a lossy sphere illuminated with a Gaussian pulse plane wave, provided in the 

text. In the FDTD space four observation point have been selecied and E (or H) field 

components are saved at each step. These values are used to venfy the core comparing the 

results obtained with those ones tabulated in the text. 

B-Near field to fur field transfomation 

bl -VeBJCcation using an abstract radiator-In this method, in the absence of any radiator in 

the FDTD space, the closed surface which should contain the radiator is supposed to carry 

constant electric and magnetic cumnt densities on each of its six plates. The E field 

distribution at a far observation point has been calculated using our FDTD prognm and 

compared with the result of analyticai calcufations. This method may be considered as a 

reliable venfication of the near field to far field transformation part of the program. 



62-verijcation d n g  a canonical problem-In this method the radiation pattern of a M2 

ûntenna was used to verify the result its related FDTD calculation. Figure (4.4) shows the 

I 

Figure(4.4)- Radiation pattern of a dipole antmna 

In Our simulations, perfomed at 1.5 GHz, the ceIl size is h m  x 5mni x 5mnt.  the number 

of steps are 820. distances frorn the antenna to the ABC surfaces are 20 cells and time step 

is calculated using the relation AZ = A 4 2  c) . Iis value is around 5.33 ps. 

b3-verifica~ion using the resulis for noncanonical problems in the lirerutitre- In this method 

the radiation pattern and input impedance of r monopole antenna mounted on a metallic 

box have been calculated at 1.5 GHz and compared with those one reported in the literature. 

Relevant data for these calculations for 1.5 GHz will follow. The next section contains the 

results on input impedance and radiation pattern calculations of monopole mounted on a 

metallic box ai 1.5 GHz in comparison with the corresponding results reported in the 

literature. These results may be considered as venfication of the code used. 

ExperimentaI verification of the mults-Experimental venfication of the results is based 

on steps such as, finding a relevant system of phantom fabrication, rneasunng the antenna 

input impedance in a specified band of freqwncies, meastuhg the antenna radiation pattern 

in some cuts. Evidently measurements are perfonned in two cases of with and without head 



phantom. Antenna input impedance measurement is possible in the presence of a volunteer, 

as operator, to replace the phantom. 

4.4.3 Analysis of the isolated radio-handset, 1531 

The object in this section is to analyze the basic radio-hûndset model, shown in 

Figure (4.5). The system is composed of a h/4  monopole antenna mounted on a metdlic 

box. 

Figure (45)- Anrenna-box system 

The ntional for the choice of this model is that the model is essentially a simple one, 

at the same time it is sufficiently near to reality, it is in use by manufacturers, and there are 

some results in the literature to be used in the compmisons. The center frequency JO, 

corresponding to h , for this structure is determined by the antenna length (I=U4) although 

the dimensions of the box has relatively little shifting effects on the centre frequency. as has 

been observed by Luebben et al. [53]. Evidenîiy there are some errors in centre frequency 

and radiation resistance calculations such as field approximations around the antenna wire 

to be considered later and rounding off the antenna length which should be cornpensated. 

However our object is to find the red and imaginary parts of the impedance at the working 

frequency &, , and finding radiation pattern diagrams of the radio-handset. At this 

frequency the reai part of impedance should be equd to a specified value (SOS2 in our case) 

while the imaginary part should be zero. These are adjusted using relevant values For the 

radius of the antenna wire and the dimensions of the box. in the following we consider the 

details of the antenna-box calculations for a worlong frequency of 1 SGHz. At the centre 

hquency of lSGHz, the wavelength, A, is 200mm. 



4.4.3.1 FDTD preliminary calculations 

In andysing an object using FDTD calculations, first one should find some panmeters re- 

lated to FDTD space, its ce11 sizes, time step, the distance between the object and boundary 

surfaces, and the total number of time steps. These are based on some cnteria and may be 

calculated as follows: 

a-Ce11 size calciilution-The criteria used in determining the cell size is the precision one 

need in the results on the one hand, and the memory available on the other hand. Using 

more cells per wavelength means more precision in the sampling of the field to update it at 

each step. But at the same tirne this necessitates using more rnemory space to keep the re- 

sults at each step. In some calculations coarse cells down to 4 cells per wavelength is suf- 

ficient, while in some calculations one may need to use a fine mesh up to 40 cells per 

wavelength. As in the generd case the medium is a heterogeneous one, different wave- 

lengths in different media are unavoidable. In determining the ceIl size one should consider 

the minimum wavelength in the FDTD space which is corresponding to the highest vdue 

of the permittivity of the heterogeneous object at the working frequency. This may be ex- 

pressed in the following relation: 

A = Ami,,/n (4-3 

In our cdculations n=40 for radiation pattern measurements which leads to cell sizes of 

5mm x 5mm x 5mm.  For Impedance cdculations r ce11 size of 2.Smm x 2.5mm x 2.Smm 

is used.The dimensions of the box in mm and their ratio to wovelength are indicoted in Ta- 

ble (4.3). Using this ce11 size the resulting discrete systern in FDTD coordinates 1, /, K is 

shown in Figure (4.6 a). In order to mode1 the box, it is just needed to equal the relevant E 

field components to zero for exmple Ex and Ey components of the E field ai the top of 

the box are tangent to the perfect conductor surface of the box. These components, specified 

by their 1, J, K coordinates, are equated to zero for ail time steps. 



Table (4.3)-Dimension of the radio-handset 

Figure (4.6)-(a): Discrete antcinna-box system (6): antenna wire size 

b-TNne step-Finding this parameter is based on stability considerations which sets a lirnit 

on its maximum vaiue as expressed by the following relation 

which reduces to the below relation in the case of cubic cells with Ax = Ay = Az = A : 

A Dr 5 - 
4 - c  

(4-5) 

In our calculations Dt = A 4 2  c) is used. 

c-FDTD spce  size-This parameter depends on ihe size of the objects under analysis in cells 

and the distance between them and the boundary surfaces (white space). Normally a dis- 

tance in the range iL/2 to M4 is chosen depending on the conditions. In this calculations a 

distance of 20 cells is used. 

&Total number of sreps-This parameter is typically on the order of ien times the number of 



cells on eûch side of the FDTD space. The following relation gives an estimate to the 

number of steps: T = 10 & N " ~ .  in this relation N is the number of cells in one side 

of the FDTD space. 

4.4.3.2 Antenna modeling 

The antenna used in this system is simply a h / 4  monopole antenna made of a thin 

wire excited through a coaxial cable. Its modeling is done in three steps of thin wire 

modeling, E and H field components correction, and source (gap) modeling. These steps 

are considered below. 

4.4.3.3 Tliin wire modeling 

In our case the antenna wire radius is OSmm which is well bellow the ceIl size, 

r / D X  = O. 1 . Hence to the extent that the E field components on the wire are concemed it 

is sufficient to let them equal to zero. 

4.4.3.4 Field components modification in the pro-rimity of the \vire 

Figure (4.7) shows a section of antenna wire. In the vicinity of the thin wire the normal 

FDTD equations for free space should not be used to find the E and H field components. 

The field components in that region and in the direction normal to the wire. should be r 

eplaced by other relevant relations. 

Figure (47)-Field components around a thin wire 



The relevant relations for E and H field components m q  be a l /p variation where 

p is the radial distance from the center of the wire. Considering the dimension of the wire 

radius with respect to the wavelength r /A  = 0.5mm/200rnrn = 0.0025, this is  a good 

approximation which follows that described by Umashankar and TaAove [43]. A 

conducting wire of radius ro is positioned to be aligned with and centered on the 

E Z ( I ,  J ,  K) field component. With the above assumptions, the spatial dependence of the 

fields in the vicinity of the wire is approximated as 

within the contour as 

dong the upper and lower integraiion contours. with &(I ,  J, K.) = O al1 along the wire 

a i s ,  and E.T(? + 1, J, K) rssumed to be unifonn along the nght contour. Applying 

Faraday's equation to the contour possing through the four eiectric field locations the 

following relation will be obtained. 

This relation reduces to the following finite difference equivalent expression, by 

evaluating the integrals and derivatives. 



There are various possibilities to represent the antenna excitation, which although 

differing in their details are not so differing in the precision of the relüted results. Two basic 

excitation variants are shown in the figure (4.8), (a) and (b), [33]. 

Figure (4.8)-fivo basic source models (a); Vcrricai gap modd (b): Horizontal aperture mode1 

These cases are essentiall y FDTD equivalents of a wire monopole antenna delivered 

through a coaxial cable. Case (a) models the voltage source, V, , as a vertical gap at the base 

of the antenna. Through this gap, the source excites the E, component. The magnitude of 

this component is found through the equation E, = V,/&. Case (b) models the voltage 

source through r horizontal aperture situated at the antenna base. This source simulates the 

coaxial cable cross sectional aperture by exciting the Ex and E, components. 

Here it will be assumed that a good approximation to the source of case (b) is a I f r  

dependence. Thus the Ex and E,, source components on the top of the box at the base of 

the monopole as shown in figure (4.8 b) are given as 



This approach corresponds to the magnetic fnll method for exciting wires in the 

MOM, since one can consider these impressed electric tields to be equivdent to a magnetic 

current source circulating around the wire. 

4.4.3.6 Limitatiorrs associuzed with thin wire rnodeling 160-631 

The quasistatic approximation used in O u r  calculntions to modify the field cornponents in 

the vicinity of the antenna wire leads to acceptable results for radiation pattern even with 

cell sizes up to U10. But the accuracy of this method in cnlculüting the input impedance 

and resonance frequency is not sütisfactory. One way to improve the iiccuracy is to use 

smaller ce11 sizes. This is the method applied in our calculütions and naturally needs more 

memory space. But in addition to memory requirements there are limiting aspects which 

has been studied by workers as follows. The quasistatic approximation limits the wire ra- 

dius to r half ce11 size (0.5 A), because the mognetic field calculation is unstûble when the 

wire radius approaches the location of the tangential magnetic field components. It has 

been observed by Hocksrnan 16 11, that the above approximation leads to satisfactory agreé- 

ment with the corresponding results via MOM method when the wire radius is twenty per- 

cent of the FDTD ce11 size (0.2 A). Under this condition a 346 difference in half-wave 

resonance frequency and a 8.5% in the resistance ai the half-wrve resonance for an mtenna 

with a thin wire radius ûd.005 h is reported, where 140 A. In addition to above limitations 

the mode1 selected does not consider the finite gap (one cell) effect nor the effect of the sin- 

gularity of the field at the wire end. These problems have k e n  studied and reported by So- 

ichi and M. Taki 1601, and M. Douglas et al. [62,63] respectively. 



Using a sufficientiy n m w  pulse width one is able to cdculate real and irnaginary parts of 

the impedance for the antenna box system in a frequency band of interest. Impedance as a 

function of frequency is related to source voltage and antenna input current through the 

following relation 

sforms for the in which P and 1 are the complex Fourier t n n  urce voltage V ( n D t )  and 

the antenna input current I( (n  + 1 / 2 ) D r )  . At each time step (n+ 113, the antenna input 

current is calculated using Arnpere's relation using the H field component values around 

the antenna wire and at the antenna base using the following relation 

I = f ~ , = < l ~ + H ; d y  (4- 13) 

After establishment of the stability, the complex Fourier tnnsfoms for the resulting t n n -  

sient current and the Gaussian excitation voltage will be obt~ined. Dividing them üt rach 

frequency gives the input impednnce of the antenna. 

1.4.3.8 Calculation of radiation pattem and eficiency 

In order to obtain radiation pattem there is no need to do more than a routine FDTD 

calculation in the problem space and then a near field to fw field transfomiition. This 

transformation may be done using a steady state (single frequency) or a transient 

(wideband) excitation. Our radiation pattem calculations are based on a time domain 

transformation at the working frequency. A closed surface of integration including the 

objects under analysis, radio-handset and h e d  model, is considered. In our calculations the 

distance between the surface and the boundary surfaces (ABC surfaces) are considered as 

adjustable parameters, but normally a distance of 4 cells gives satisfaciory results. 

The result of the transformations are the far field distribution of the E(@, 8 )  and 

H(@, 0) fields. Formulas for calculating the radiation pattem and efficiency are as follows: 



Efficiency = 'in - Pabs 

Pin 

4.4.1 Typical results for analysis of the isolated antennodox systen 

Figure (4.9) shows isolated antenna-box input impedance in the 0-6 GHz frequency band 

and radiation pattern in the XZ cut. The dimensions of the box and of the antennü mounied 

on it are shown in the table (4.4). Ce11 sizes are 5mm x 5mm x 5mm for radiation pattern 

calculations and 2.5mni x 2.5mrn x 2.5mm for impedance calculations. In both cases the 

time step is calculated using the relation Dt = A / ( 2  c) , and the distance between the ob- 

ject and the ABC is 20 cells. In impedancc calculations totd number of steps are 1 LOO. A 

nonmodulated 130 ps pule i s  used to give r 0-6 GHz frequency band. 



Radiarion pattern in rlte .Y2 cur 

. Resul~s rcpomd by turbkrs et al. . , , , , , . . : Resirlrs ofour simuluiionr 

Figure (4.9) Cornpurison of the results of the unalysLr of an irolated radio-han& working ar I .5 GHz re- 

ported by Luebbers et al. 1531, and our corresponding simulation results 

4.4.5 Problems in the analysis of the head handîet system 

That part of the body which is in close proximity to the cellular phone and hence, more than 

any other part, is under radiation exposure is the head The hand, is aiso under exposure, 

but its sensitivity to the resulted effects is evidently much less than the head's sensitivity. It 

has h a d y  been shown, [44], that the human body cellular phone interaction c m  be 

reduced, with a good degree of precision, to the interaction of the head with the cellular 



phone. In some calculations we rnay need to add the hand in our model to obtain more 

precise results. However, in the following, in explriining the theoretical aspects, just the 

head as the interacting part of the body is considered. This will not influence the genenlity 

of the discussion. Studying the problem of interaction between the body and the radiating 

system will be done in the following three steps. Firstly, decomposing the interaction into 

two effects each one originoting from one of the interacting parts and affecting the other 

part. Secondly, characterizing the quantitative rneassure(s) of the related effects. And thirdly, 

calculating the related quantities and confirming the results. Regarding the first step the two 

following effects are readily distinguished: first. Effects of the radiating systern on rlir head 

and second, Effects of the Iiead on the radiating system. In the following these effects will 

be explained sepantely considering quantitative measure(s) of the relüted effects 3s 

mentioned ribove. 

4.4.5.1 Effects of the radiuting system on the Head 

The most practical way to chmcterize the effects of radiation on the human body is to use 

the SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) of the electromagnetic energy in the body. The SAR 

is a local function that indicates the spacial distribution of the absorbed EM energy. The 

cumulative effect of this absorption in a volume (of the head, for example) will be specified 

using another function Pb which is the sumation over the related volume. The SAR and 

Pb functions are calculated using the following relations: 

la2 - a SAR = - 
P 

Pb = LSAR(Av, p,) (4- 17) 

SAR and Pb values depend on the arrangement o f  the head antenna system, head model 

used in the calculation and the power levei of the radiated field. 

4.4.5.2 Efects of the head on the antenna performance 

Antenna input impedance and radiation pattern may be influenced by the presence of the 

head in its proximity. The effect of the head on the antenna impedance appean first. as a 

shift in the resonance frequency, and second, as a change in the vûlues of R(+ and Xm, 



especially around the resonance frequency. Both of these changes are detectable very well 

on the curve representing ISI1O)I at the antenna input. As the head is a lossy dielectnc 

under the exposure of the radiating system in its vicinity, it will natunlly obsorb some 

percent of the radiated energy. In fact in addition to this energy absorption, which is 

evidently a directive one. the radiating behavior of the antenna will change due to the 

presence of the scattering hend and this is best analyzed using Maxwell equations, which 

are the base of our FDTD calculations. However, the effects of the hesid on the radiation 

characteristics of the antenna are reflected in its radiation patterns üs directive losses in the 

different cuts. 

4.4.5.3 Limitation of the FDTD modeling of the mund objects 

In the FDTD modeling of the human head normûlly some parts of the model are eliminated 

due to rounding effect inherent in the method. This is cornmon to every round object to be 

modeled via FDTD method and leads to some error. In our calculritions these errors are not 

considered. But in order to reduce them a method is proposed as follows. 

Figure (4.10) shows a round object (a 3-dimensional arbitrary round one) inside a FDTD 

uniform rnesh. As is seen two types of cells are present, those thit are completely filled by 

the material-l descnbed as (E,, al )  and those that are filled by material-l and material-2 

described as (E,, - oz), which may be the air with ( E ,  O ) .  This mliy be generalized to any 

number of materials filling a cell. 

Figum (4.10) Averagihg the paramaers of the c e h  at the boarders of a round object in a FDTD mesh 

Then using the following relation one may End an average value for the related parameters 



to be used in the ceil. 

This is the method of calculations of the average values of dielectric constants for the ho- 

mogeneous models of the head which is based on the simple mixture theory and explained 

in the chapter 6. In the case of the bodied of revolution tïnding the partial volumes in each 

cell filled by specific material is a simple matter. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter a survey of some important works done by researchers in the field are pre- 

sented. The goals, methodology and plan of our study, its relation to the works previously 

done in the field explrined. Steps of FDTD analysis of the antenne handset interaction 

problem in two cases of isolated handsct and head-handset, ~ l a t e d  parameten and prelim- 

inary calculations, basic formulntion of the problem to be used in post processing phase. 

dong with typical results are described. In addition the limitations associateci with the an- 

tenna mode1 used in the study giving some references is investigated. Regarding the limi- 

tations of Our method of FDTD head modeling a suggestion is provided to ameliorate the 

results although it has not been implemented in our cdculat.ions. 



Chapter 5 

Experimentai aspects, measurement methods and 
considerations 

5.1 Substituting materiais 

In some problems one needs to study experimentally the interaction of EM waves with v u -  

ious structures to confirm the results obtained in theoretical studies. Evidently the object 

under study has, in addition to stnictunl specifications, sorne material dependent specifi- 

cations and properties. In the case of EM waves scattering structures these properties are 

the permittivity and permeability of the related matetials. Two important cases ;ire the 

study of the performance of the antenna in the earth, [45], and effects of the EM waves on 

the human tissues. In these cases one needs to prepare a substitute which is nomally a kind 

of mixture. In studying the EM waves biological matters the mixture should have a specific 

permiitivity characteristics in a frequency band. In addition they should be: nontoxic, non- 

flamrnable, noncorrosive, retatively inexpensive, stable (with time and with temperature), 

reusable (solids) and they should have the desired elecuical and mechanical (solids) prop- 

erties. Evidently there are other requirements, too, which are application dependent. 

5.2 Tissw substituthg materials 

Various mixtures have been investigated and reported as king  suitable substitutes for bio- 

logical materials.They may be in the solid or in liquid phases. Depending on the application 

and on the frequency band of interest one may chose among them. Here we explain briefly 

these systems. 



5.2.1 Solid mixtures 

Solid mixtures have been used and reported in a vast range of applications. Normally in an 

experimental study on a subject related to EM radiation dosimetry in a humon body, using 

solid materials is indispensable. This is to some extent due to the mechanical properties of 

the solid models. They are prepared using a mixture of up to Five materials, each one in a 

definite percentnge. Water is nonnally one of the constituting materials in these mixtures 

and gelatin is a commonly used matenal. In the literature, one may find the recipes for dif- 

ferent mixtures and in different frequency bands. Duck, [16j, provided a review of the lit- 

erature. up to 1990. in this regard. However, solid mixtures can be constructed in one of 

two ways: the fint one consists of a jelly agent, polyethylene powder, sodium chloride and 

water; and the second one consists of agar. sodium chlonde and water. The disadvantages 

of constmcting phantom models using these materials is that the models cannot be used re- 

peatedly since they dry out and decompose over time. To avoid this, nonhydrnted phantom 

models made of ceramic were developed to simulate muscle tissue, but these materials 

could not be cut or nshaped easily. Based on these facts flexible nonhydrated phantom 

models have been developed in order to overcome the shortcomings of their preceding gen- 

eration. These new models are made of materials composed of silicon rubber and carbon 

fiber compounds, 1461. Using suitable composition ratios one can control the complex per- 

mittivity of the phantom models corresponding to the permittivities of low water and high 

water content humsin tissues. 

5.2.2 Liquid mirîures 

Liquid mixtures, too, have been used extensively. Their use up to 35 GHz is reported in the 

literature as reviewed by Duck, 1161. In these mixtures sodium chloride is nonnally used to 

adjust the conductivity and there are a series of alternative materials to adjust the permit- 

tivity of the mixture, such as sugar, ethanol, or other organic materials. There is another liq- 

uid mixture system, named emulsion, in which oil is used. The relative permittivity of oil 

is around 2 and that of water is around eighty. Thus a wide range of pem*ttivities are mal- 

izable using emulsions. Here the water is matrïx phase and the oïl is disperse phase. The 

conductivity of the mixture is adjusted by controlling the concentration of sodium chloride 

in the aqueous (matrix) phase. As oil and water do not form a stable mixture, adding a sta- 



bilizing agent, called emulsifier and acting as a surface active agent, is necessary. Smith, 

[45], reported using these mixtures and provided relevant information to find the necessary 

concentrations. Liquid mixtures may be easily used to fabricaie homogeneous models. 

Nonhomogeneous models demand specific arrangements to juxtapose various mixtures 

without being rnixed together. for exarnple by using relevant containers. One practical 

point with the liquid based phantoms is their penetrability to electric field measurement 

probes which is  an advantage in some applications. 

5.3 The real human head and its models 

In the studies about the interaction of EM waves and the human head we are concemed with 

the object interacting with the radiating system in three different forms depending on the 

context. The interacting object may be the red head of the user or operator. the FDTD mod- 

el, or the phantom model. From now on we use the generic name of MR (for Interacting 

Head with the Radiating system) for any of the above cases depending on the context. The 

real heüd is the interacting object in the real application of the equipment. In addition we 

may use it (head of a volunteer) in some mensurements (impedance) as has been used by 

Jensen et al., [Ml. The FDTD rnodel is the model used in the FDTD calculations, and the 

phantom model is the rnodel used in the experimental study. Each of the above variants has 

a different role in the study but there is a specific relation between them that should be con- 

sidered in detail by a research worker in the field. A detailed grasp of this relation emerges 

at the expense of doing a good mount of FDTD calculations and experimental works. We 

now discuss the specifications of each of these ERS. 

53.1 Real head 

As anatomy and Our daily experience tell us, there are a vast amount of variations in the 

real heads shape and size specifications. Some of these variations are depending on sex 

(men, women), age (child, adults), and ethnic group while others are distinguishable even 

in the samples in each group. It cm easily be claimed that there is no unique head. The sit- 

uation becomes even more complex if we consider other facts, as observed too by Hombach 

et al, [39], such as the variations of the elecüicai properties of the human body with the lev- 

el of physical and metabolic activity, health, and age. 



5.3.2 FDTD model 

The FDTD model should reflect the biologicai and anatornical aspects of the head and may 

take different forms. There are always differences between the specifications of the real 

head and those which are represented by its FDTD counterpart. There are reûsons for their 

differences. some of which are inherent to the FDTD method such as staircase approxima- 

tion errors or finiteness of the ce11 size. while some depend on the anatomic information 

source of the model. These informations may come from various sources such as MRI data 

on the head. anatomic data books. a first order globd approximation, or a combination of 

these sources. Accordingly they will lead to one of the following FDTD head models: An- 

atomic. Nonanatomic. and Semianatomic. Choosing arnong the above systems depends on 

factors such as computer resources. panmeters to be calculated, frequency, and scope and 

object of the study. Exact calculation of the pedc SAR in the model demünds a MRI based 

FDTD model. while for a calculation of impedance, radiation pattern of the radio-handset, 

and average SAR, a semianatomic and even a nonanatomic model is  sufficient. However 

ali of the above systems are used by researchers. Models consisting of up to 13 tissues. 

Hombach et al [39], have been considered. There is no agreement about the value of the 

homogeneous models. 

5.3.3 Phantom model 

Phantom models cmnot be a precise reflection either of the peculiarities of the real head. 

or even of an anatomic FDTD model. In the experimentd realrn there is no place for such 
* a flexibility as that given by FDTD modeling in adaptation to details and sophistication. In 

addition, lack of agreement about the exact values of the dielectric constant of the tissues 

adcis to the difficulties. The process of realization of a phantom model may be complex due 

to mechanical aspects. However in this process one should consider the following aspects: 

Genenl material requirements, Electrical properties. Mechanical aspects, Model's sophis- 

tication, Measuring system. Each of the above aspects c m  cause some errors. The first two 

have k e n  discussed earlier. Mechanical aspects on the one hand depends on the applica- 

tions of the mode1 (e.g.. a standing entire model of the body for dosimetnc experiments or 

a head model for impedance and pattern measurements). and on the other hand depends on 

the available mechanical facilities. The next factor, which wiil be considered below, is the 



degree of sophistication or details in the phantom model. In addition to these. some consid- 

erations corne from the measuring dimension. 

Detuils ofthe phantorn model-In the FDTD calcul~tions one may choose among a series of 

alternatives based on the objects of study. Sometirnes the object of study is precise SAR 

calculations, peak and average SAR: a MRI based head model is then prefenble. Some- 

times the object of study, as in our case, is to obtain, dong with the antenna impedance and 

radiation pattern changes in the vicinity of the user's head. an estimation of the SAR inside 

the phantorn. In this second case a homogeneous model of the head is sufficient. even to 

verify the results of FDTD calculations based on the models which include a degree of non- 

homogeneity. This is because the input impedance and the radiation pattern of the radio- 

handset is no< highly sensitive to the details of the head model. But evidently the size and 

to some extent the shape of the head rnodel mûy influence the results. In our measurements 

two head models simils in shape to a real head of an adult and ri child and filled with a 

Iiquid mixture have been used. As will be seen in chapter 6. the dielectric constant of the 

liquid mixture wrs calculated to be equd to the volume average of dielectric constants of 

tissues in Our heterogeneous heod model which is near 46 for its permittivity and 1.60 for 

its conductivity. The outer layer of the phantom was made from fiber glass whose dielectric 

constant is nex4. Figure (5.1) shows these head models 

5.3.4 Summary qf heads characteristics 

In table (5.1) a summary of the charactenstics and descriptions of different head models 

have k e n  indicated, relative to size, shape, number of tissue types. material distribution de- 

tails, and tissue substituting materials for real heads, FDTD models, and phantom models. 



Figure (5.1) Two ltead models used in nreasurements 

Table (5.1) Head mode1 characteristics versus real heud 

Head Mo&& chamcteristics versus real head 

Real hed 

tissue type number 

muferia1 disrribution detail 

Descnptio n 

child sice, adulr sire 

genàer dependrnt uspecrs 

orhcr (cg.: race) aspects 

child s i x  adulr size 

anatornic, semianaromic. 

simple 
-- - -- 

down ro I mm reponed, il51 

hmogencaw, hcrerogcncow 

(up ro 13 tissue rype wponed. 1391 

child sue, adulr six 

semianatomic. simple 



5.4 Messurements 

The measurements needed in experimental verification of the calculations are impedance 

measurement and radiation pattem measurement. Each of these measurements should be 

performed in two cases of isolated radio-handset and of head-handset. SAR calculations 

were not supposed to be checked experimentally, from the beginning. 

5.4.1 Impedance mearurement 

As the input impedance of the radio-handset is an important electncal characteristic of the 

handset. and rnay show the effect of the head on the handset, it should be measured in two 

cases with and without the head in its proximity. The magnitude of the input impedance. 

IS, ,( f )( is sufficient to give the necessary information. The related measuring setup is in- 

dicated in Figure (5.2). 

Figure (5.2) Impedance measuring setup 

5.4.2 Radiation W e r n  measutetnent [47-481 

The radiation pattem of an anienna is one of its most important charactenstics. It is essen- 

tially a three dimensional pattem, and iis complete description requires field measurements 

in al1 directions in space. In this section a bief description of the radiation pattern measure- 

ment method will be given. Our description will cover rnainly those aspects which are 



needed in Our measurements. 

Figure (5.3) indicates an antenna situated at the origin of the coordinate system. On an 

imaginûry sphere of large radius centered at the ongin, pattems of the 0 and $ components 

of the electric field are measured dong latitude circles (Bsonstant). These pattems are 

measured as a function of the longitude or azimuth (longitude) angle @. 

Although comprehensive pattems are sometimes necessary, it is frequently possible to ob- 

tain sufficient information with only a few patterns. For an horizontally polarized antenna 

with its major lobe of radiation in the x direction iwo pattems may be sufficient. In one of 

these pattems, one measures E$(@) on the xy plane (0=90), while in the other pattem, E9(0) 

on the xz plane ($=O) should be measured. 

In our experiments E$ and E$ in the three different planes of XZ, XY, and YZ are measured. 

This is due to the effects that head may have, in different directions. on the radiation pattem 

of the handset. 

Pdar or wnical a u  

F i p n  (5.3) Antennu and coordinate systern for pattern measurernents 

5.4.2.1 Radiation pattem measunng sysiern 

Figure (5.4) shows the basic configuration of a radiation pattem measuring system includ- 

ing a transmitting antenna and its related osciiiator, the antenna under test. the turning table, 



and the receiver. In pattern measurements it is usually convenient to operate the antenna 

under test as a receiver. illuminated by a transmitting antenna as illustrated in the Figure 

Figure (5.4 Basic antenna pattern rneasuring system 

The tnnsmitting antenna is fixed in position, and the antenna under test is mtated around 

the vertical axis using a controller. Controlling the tuming table, taking informations about 

tnnsmitted and received signals, analyzing and plotting the radiation patterns is done under 

computer control. Using anechoic chambers one may minimize the unwanted reflections 

perturbing the results. 

5.4.2.2 Distance requirement [49] 

For an accunte fa-field or Fraunhofer pattern of an antenna a first requirement is that the 

measurements be made at a sufficiently large distance. These Car-field conditions are sum- 

marized as follows. 

In these relations r is the distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna, h is the 

wavelength of the rndiated wave. and A is the physical aperhue of the antenna. These con- 

ditions nsult from a phase approximation requirement, an amplitude approximation re- 

quirement in the expansion of the vector potential integrai of a source at a point of 

observation located in the far field, from an approximation requirement in the expansion of 

the H field component of that source. 



5.4.2.3 Radiation pattern measunng setup 

Figure (5.5) shows the setup used in the measurements. Due to instrumentation problems 

met with the anechoic room installation, the measurements were perfonned in the exterior 

. In this setup the distance D is 120 cm, for fa -  field measurement, and the height of the 

transmitter and receiver antennas was chosen sufficiently large to practicdly eliminate the 

reflection from the e h .  A good rnatching at the port of the handset is  necessary to lead to 

a sufficiently high level of receiving signal to be measured. This is vital specially at those 

points of the radiation pattern where there are deep nulls. In the system used the receiver 

has a minimum detectable signal of -53 d8m ût 1.9 GHz. In addition up to +10 dBm, the 

output of the detector is linearized by software. This gives us sufficient dynamic range to 

perform the measurements in the linear part of the measuring system. It is sufficient to ad- 

just the transrnitted signal level. Then the maximum received signal. corresponding to the 

peak of the antenna pattern determines O dB in the measured pattern. In order to eliminate 

some small reflections due to cables some ferrite beads have been used. In the meûsuring 

steps, one shouid be careful to set the source point of the antennr on the axis of rotation and 

at the same height of the transmitting antenna. 

RF Source 

Figure (5.5) Radùation pattern measurement serup 



CHAPTER 6 

Numerical and Experimental results 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the steps of the calculations, dong with the related results. to qumtify 

the effects of the head on the performance of a radio-handset on the one hand and the effects 

of the radio-handset on the human head on the other hand. In order to verify the code used 

in our calculations a cornparison with the results of other researchen is given and to vali- 

date our results, experimental data are indicated. The steps covered in this chapter are. 

problem definition. preliminary cdculations. validation of the code with the results in the 

litenture, cnlculations and results at 1.9 GHz, and experimental venfication of the results. 

In the following details of them are explained. 

6.2 Problem definition 

The object of this study is to andyse the interaction between a radio-handsei and human 

head at a frequency of 1.9 GHz, as illustrated on Figure (6.1). 

Y CD Radio- hanthet I+ 
w 

Figure (41) Head-handiet system. 



Simple homogeneous and heterogeneous models of the human h e d  are considered. First, 

the antenna radiation pattern and input impedance are calculated to study radio-haadset 

performance in the presence of the head. Secondly, the SAR in the head model is calculated 

to quantify the effects of the radio-handset on the head. 

63 Pceliminary considerations 

Two sets of informations should be supplied to Our programs to calculate the field distribu- 

tion. The first ones are related to the head model and the second ones are general RlTD 

parameters. In the following these informations are studied. These data and their related 

considentions will be studied in the following subsections. 

6.3.1 Head model 

Regarding the head model, the ~natomic information about the human head should be con- 

sidered as our starting point. Then a careful considention and study of its geometry, the 

distribution of biological material in it, the values of the dielectric constant of related tis- 

sues, sensitivity of the organs based on the existing reports, working frequency, required 

information, and available cornputer resources are the important factors that will help us to 

develop a relevant head modcl 

6.3.1. I Dielecirie constanrs of the tissircs 

In the litenture there is not a good competibili t y among the various data sources for dielec- 

tric constants of related tissue types. Sornetirnes there are different values for the dielectric 

constant of the same tissue type. Table (6.1), taken from Gandhi et al., [15], includes the 

dielectric constant of various tissues used in Our calculûtions 

Table 6.1- Dielectric properries and spec@c gravities of various tissues of the head on 1900 MHz 

Bone 

16.40 

0.45 

1.81 

Tissue 

E r  

b [ S / m ]  

Specific Gravity 

ld K& 

Skin 

37.21 

1.25 

1.01 

Brain 

43.22 

1.29 

1.04 

Fat 

9.38 

0.26 

0.92 

Muscle 

49.41 

1.64 

1.OQ 

Lens 

42.02 

1.15 

1.IO 

r 

Humour 

67.15 

2 4  

I.01 



6.3.1.2 Anatomic head 

Figure (6.2a) shows the vertical cross section of a human head taken from an atlas of mat- 

omy, [SOI, which contains cross sectional diagrams of horizontal sections with a spacing of 

about one inch in human cadavers. This is the starting point of our head model 

6.3.1.3 Developing a relevant head model 

As there is nota unique anatomic head, there is also no unique head model. As alreody men- 

tioned, differences between individud heads depend on the size, shape. gender. ethnic 

group and so on. Really, in the realm of head models there are some factors which influence 

the final form of the mode1 and its difference from a real head. The number of tissue types 

may be considered as a parameter of resemblance to the real head. Our models are derived 

from the above mentioned anniornical model as indicated in Figure (6.2ii-e), using 3 tissue 

types for brain, muscle, and eye humor. Two cases, with neck and withoui neck, have been 

considered for each homogeneous and nonhomogeneous model. In radiation pattern calcu- 

Intions, ce11 sizes of 5nim x Smm x 5mm give us good results but, in impedimce calculli- 

tions, precise results are obtainable using finet meshes. In our calculations, ce11 sizes of 

2.5mm x 2.5mm x 2.5mm were used to find impednnce variations in the 0-6 GHz band. 



Figure (6.2) Developing of ana~omical ild into four homogeneous a d  heterogeneous head modelz 



6.3.2 Calculation of the average dielechic properties of Ionrogeneous models 

Complete specification of homogeneous models requires us to find relevant values as 

equivalent dielectric constant, conductivity, and specific gravity of substituting matenal. 

These values should be denved from the respective panmeters of the constituting compo- 

nent materials of the corresponding heterogeneous model. The most natural way to calcu- 

lnte these values seems to be volume averaging. Supposing a heterogeneous model as is 

shown in Figure (6.3), consisting of K parts each with a volume of Vi and specific property 

of Pi. The average property Pa, attributable to an equivalent homogeneous mode1 is ob- 

tained using the 

- 

Qurt(6-3) Nonhowwgeneous d e l  with neck and iu comtituent parts 



following relation 

In this relation VTpresents the totd volume of the homogeneous model. To the extent that 

a FDTD equivalent homogeneous model is concemed, this relation is sufficient, but in or- 

der to construct a homogeneous phantom model using liquid mixtures, other factors, too. 

should be considered. Table (6.2) shows the average values of the required parameters. 

Table (6.2) Culcufared vafues for dielecrric praperties oj'homogeneous rnodels 

6.4 Component concentrations in a liquid filled phrntom model 

As explained in the chapter 5 the phantorn model mixture may be in the solid, gel or in n 

liquid fom. Due to prac ticd limitations in fabrication of the phantom model, the author had 

to use finally a liquid mixture model. Calculations regarding the percentage of the mixture 

components is as follows. 

In addition to their use in the FDTD cakulations, the average properties of homogeneous 

models are rlso applicable to finding the concentrations of the constituting parts in the 

phantorn model used in experimental validations of the results. As in our case a liquid rnix- 

ture has been used as filling material in the phantom, our explanations in this section will 

concentrate on those aspects relevant to these mixtures. The component parts concenin- 

tions in the mixture are calculable using some mixture rules, (511. discussed in mixture the- 

ory. According to the simplest mixture rule the property P of a mixture is related to the 

properties PI and P2 of its component parts through the following relation 

P = PlCl + P2C2 (6-2) 

The mixture used in the phantom model has three components of water, ethanol, and salt. 

Using the above relation and considering the dieiectric constants of water ( E ,  = 78) and 

ethanol (E, = 24.30) at 25 C,[17], the volume concentrations C, and cZ are obtained as 

41 % and 59% respectively. 

The amount of salt needed to adjust the conductivity of the mixture (a = 159[S/m]) is calcu- 



lable using the following relation, [52] 

2 3 4 a = N ( a o + a 1 4 V + a 2 4 V  +a+ + a , 4  ) (6-3) 

which gives us the normality N o l  the salt. The coefficients ao,  a l ,  a*, a,  and a, are 

parameters. Based on this equation a normality of N = O . l H  i s  required to give us the above 

mentioned conductivity. As the salt in the three component mixture will be distributed fi- 

nally in a volume containing water and ethanol. the actual conductivity will be decreased 

by a factor amounting to c ~ .  Hence the final value of normslity of salt should be 

NI = N/C, . Table (6.3) gives the volume concentrations for water and ethanol and nor- 

mality for salt. 

Table (6.3) Required volume concentration of water and ethanol and normality of sait 

6.4.1 Enor estimation for diolecfric constant of the liquid mixture 

In Our experiments a liquid mixture has been provided using the above results. No meas- 

urement performed to find the dielectric constant of the mixture experirnentall y. In order to 

estimate the error in the dielectric constant various factors rffecting each component should 

be considered. Regarding the salt, weighting error is less than O. 1 gram. Regarding the vol- 

ume of the liquids the rneasurements were performed with a precision around 1%. Vapor- 

ization of liquids, tempenture dependence of their panmeten are negligible. They were 

kept in an environment with a tempenture of 25 c degrees. The only factor that may have 

a considerable effect on the dielectric constant of the liquids is the working frequency, be- 

cause our calculations are based on the parameters in the static case. Using the Debye equa- 

tions 1641, one mûy find the dielectric constants of the liquids, both the permittivities and 

the conductivities, at the working frequency, knowing their corresponding static values and 

their relaxation frequencies. The relaxation frequency of the ethanol is 1.1 11 GHz and in 

the case of water it is 19.23 GHz. [Ml. In addition the ethanol used in the mixture had a 

95% purity (5% water is associated with it). These points result in an error around 17% in 



the permittivity of the mixture. Comsponding error in the conductivity amounts to 8%. 

6.5 Impedonce and radiation pattem results 

6.5.1 lsolated radio-handset 

The radio-handset mode1 used in the study is shown in Figure (6.6). Dimensions are as in- 

dicated in the Table (6.4). Using cubic ce11 sizes of 5 x 5 x 5mm for radiation pattem cal- 

culations and 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5mm for impedance cdculations and around 0.50 . )c for the 

distance between the object and the boundary surfaces RlTD space sizes as indicated in 

Table (6.5) resulted. In this table "DWR" (Distance to Wavelength Ratio) and "d" respec- 

tively indicate the white space around the object under andysis in wavelength and the dis- 

tance between the heiid mode! and the reference plane on the radio-handset, shown in the 

figure. 

f z  - Cmrdvcate system a d  ru unlin for parrcn calcuiarron 

Figure (6.6) Radio-handset used in cahlations and related FDTD space size infirmation. 

Figure (6.7) shows the input Gaussian voltage pulse as a function of time (a), the resulting 

input current of the antenna (b). real and imaginary parts of the input impedance of the an- 

ienna in the (06 GHz) fquency band (c) and (d). In Fig. (6.7-a) a 250ps pulse has been 

imposed to give a suniciently wi-deband Ffquency nsponse. Fig.(6.7-b) shows the time do- 



main input current response of the radio-handset to be used together with the input voltage 

for estimating the input impedance as function of frequency, by taking their FFI'. Figures 

(6.7-a,b) exhibit the typical resonance behavior of a resonator. In (c) a near 5051 resistance 

at 1.9 GHz is seen accompanied with a new OOn reactance in (d) at the same frequency. In 

addition to this series resonance Figs (6.7-a,b) indicate another senes resonance around 5.1 

GHz and a parallel resonance around 3.2 GHz. Figure (6.8) shows the same information in 

another fom. In Figure (6.8~) real and imaginary parts of the antenna input impedance in 

the (1.8-2 GHz) frequency band are indicated. As is seen üt the frequency of 1.9 GHz the 

relations R( f )  = SOR;X( f) = OR are satisfied. Figure (6.8c), magnitude of SI in the 

band of (0-6 GHz)? indicates the above mentioned series resonances at 1.9 GHz and 5.4 

GHz, the first one representing a much higher resonance relative to the second one. This is 

due to a higher loss ût higher frequency. This aspect is clear from the curve (b), the magni- 

tude of the input impedance in the (0-6 GHz) frequency band which gives a somewhat high- 

er value at 5.4 GHz with respect to the value at 1.9 GHz. Figure (Md) gives the magnitude 

of the S,  , in the 0-3 GHz frequency band. 

Figures (6.9) through (6.1 1) show the radiation pattem of the isolated radio-handset in dif- 

ferent cuts of the XZ. XY, md YZ planes respectively. The reference level for these dia- 

grams is the maximum value of the gain in the XZ and YZ cuts. In each figure, in addition 

to the gain, the E field components (2010~ lEQI and 2010glEel ) in dB have been indicated, 

both in rectangular and in polar coordinates. 

In Figure (6.9), the pattem diagmm in the XZ cut, the Ievel of I E * ~  is negligible with respect 

to the lEel (50 dB weaker). This explains readily the resemblance of figures (6.9 a with b) 

or (6.9 d with f) considering the following relation for gain 

Symmetry is another aspect in this tigure to be mentioned. This symmeûy reflects the phys- 

ical s ymmetry of the radio- handset as the radiator. 

Figure (6.10) indicates the pattems in the XY cut. Here too the [E#l component is negligi- 

ble with respect to lEel (1 I dB below it), and pattems (a, and c) or (d, and f) are similar, 



again considering the above equations. Figures (d, and f) are not exactly circuiar because 

of the presence of the box. 

Figure (6.1 1) shows the patterns in the YZ cut. In this case, 1 EQl is around 25 dB below 

IE,( and this explains the similarity of figures (a. and c) or (d, and f). Here in (e). an asym- 

meûy is seen between the upper and lower part of the pattern which reflects a similar asym- 

metry in the geometry of the radio-handset wiih respect to the XY plane in the coordinate 

system with its origin just at the base of the antenna as indicated in the figure (6.6). 
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Fig 6.7: Input excitation. resufting cumnt, and input impeàance for the isolared radio-handiet 
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Fig 6.9: RadUrriion pattern of the ijolated radio-handset in the XZ plane 
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Fig 6.10: Radiation pattern of the isolated radio-hondret in the XYplane tri 
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Fig 6.11: Radiation pattern ofthe isolated radio-handret in the ïZpl<uu I i 



6.5.2 Radidahandset in the presence of the human head mode1 

In this case for impedance and radiation pattern calculations a homogeneous sphencal 

model of the head (HS model) with radius RH=lO a has been used. Figure (6.12) shows 

the system composed of the radio-handset and head model. 

Figure (6.12) Systern composed of the radio-handser and heud mudel 

Figure (6.13) shows the input voltage. input current, IS,,( f ) I  . and real and irnaginary parts 

of input irnpedance of the  antenna on the 0-3 GHZ and 1.8-2.0 GHz frequency bands. As 

is indicated on the figure (6.13 a md b), the total number of steps in this case is 3000. From 

Figure (6.13-d), the following values are estimated for the real and imaginary parts of the 

input impedance nt the frequency o f  1.9 GHz: R( f) = 4OG!;X( f) = 1OSZ . 

Radiation patterns are indicated in the Figure (6.14) and represents the gains in three cuts 

of XZ, XY, and YZ cuts and were cdculated for do=I cm 
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Fig 6.14: Radiation pattern in the XZ XY und KT cuts for the system of head-hondtet offigure 6.12 



65.3 Effects of the head on the radioton pattern and input irnpedance 

6.5.3.1 Effects on the radiation patterns 

Figure (6.15) shows the radiation pattems in the above mentioned cuts for the two cases of 

the isolated radio-handset and of the system composed of the radio-handset and the head 

model. The N4 monopole antenna is situated at a distance of 2 cm (O. 13 A) from the head 

model (a lossy dielectric with a radius of 8.6 A, approximately). As is seen from the figure 

(a and b), due to shadow effect there is a 20 dB difference between the two sides of the head. 

The head blocks the radiation patterns in the head direction. In the XZ plane the radiation 

into hdf sape where the head is situated is affected seriously, in the XY plane more atten- 

uation is seen directly towwds the head's direction, and in the YZ plane radiation into the 

lower half space is affected. 



a: Gain in the XZ cut with anà without operator 
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Fig. 6-15 C: Eflects of head mudel un the radiation pattern of n radio-handset ( Y 2  ccut) 

ir: isoluted radio handret, rh: radio-kandret, 

6.5.3.2 Efectc of the head on the input impedance 

Figure (6.16 a) shows the reai and imaginûry parts of the input impedance of the antennû 

in two cases of isolated radio-handset and head-handset. As dready mentioned, at this dis- 

tance of 2 cm between the source point and the head the effect of the head on the input im- 

pedance of the antenna mode1 used, is not so hi@. The effect in the figure (6.16 a) is a srnall 

frequency shift (to 1.87 GHz). At the working frequency of 1.9 GHz the impedance corn- 

ponents are: R(f) = 4OQ;X( f )  - 8Q . The sme  effects are observable in the figure (6.16 

b), in which a frequency shift and a small impedance change is clearly seen. In this study a 

distance of 2 cm has been used. Regarding the geometry of the box with a distance of 1 cm 

from the source point to the box edgc, which is a reasonable value, adding 1 cm as the dis- 

tance between the head and the box, which is an acceptable estimation, the above men- 

tioned distance between the source point and the head (2 cm) seems to be reasonable. 
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6.5.4 Experimentaf vefification of the n s u L  

Figure (6.17) shows the results of measurement on [siil at the antenna input to verify the 

impedance calculations for the two cases. It is seen that the measurement confinns the im- 

pedance calculations regarding the centre f~quency and impedance match. The effect of 

the head on the impedance curve is a small shift in centre frequency. In addition both size 

effect and homogeneity have a negligible effect on the frequency response of the ndio- 

handset. 

Figure (6.18) shows the results of the measurements on the radiation patterns in three dif- 

ferent cuts in comparison with their related theoreticd results. Regarding the conditions of 

the experiments. specifically in comparison with the theoretical cases, two points are im- 

portant. Fintly, the head mode1 has the form and size of the head of an adult versus a spher- 

ical head used in the calculations. Secondly, the head handset distance was around 5 mm 

versus 10 mm in the theoretical case. In addition experiments have been perfomed in the 

extenor, due to lack of a suitable anechoic chamber. The receiver transmitter antennas dis- 

tance was 120 cm to set 3 far field measurement condition. A reference level is considered 

for a11 cases. This is the level of the maximum gain in the radiation pattern of the xz cut for 

the mdio-hündset. This level has been used aiready in our prescntations of the theoretical 

patterns. In the case of experimentd results, too, the s m e  relation existed between the gain 

levels in different cuts, and naturally the maximum value in the experimental gain for that 

cut was considered to be coincident with its counierpart in the theoreticd results. In the fol- 

lowing the experimental results will be considered in comparison with their theoretical 

coun terparts. 

Generdly there ;ire good agreements between the theoretical and the experimental results. 

Nedy  in al1 cases of the experimental patterns, the deep nulls present in the theoretical pat- 

terns have been removed to a large extent. This is understandable and may be due to reflec- 

tions in the medium. In the case of the isolated radio-handset, experirnents confm closely 

the theoreticai results. In the case of the head-handset, more pronounced differences be- 

tween theoretical and experimental results ;ire observed. These rnay be attrîbuted, in addi- 

tion to the above mentioned reflections, to the two differences in the configurations of the 

head-handset for the theoretical and experitnental cases as is explained above. 
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Figure (6.17): Cornparicon of the simulation results and rhc results of measurements for 
ISIIfl[ (dB) ar the anrenna in Be (0-3 GHz)fiequency band. d=2 cm 

(a): For the isolated radio-handset 
(b): For the Jystem composed of the radio-hdset and human head rnodels. 
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6.6 Results of the SAR calculations 

In SAR calculations four different head models have been used. These relatively simple 

models are nmed NHN (NonHomogeneous model with Neck), NH (Nonhomogeneous 

model without neck), HN (Homogeneous model with Neck), and HS (Homogenous Spher- 

ici1 model). Models NHN, MI, and HN have been developed for this study by the üuthor 

and model HS has already been used by Toftgard et al. [36]. The SAR calculations are 

based on Srnm x Srnm x 5mm ceIl sizes. Although in the case of SAR calculations smaller 

ceil sizes lead to better results. Our choice of the above ce11 s i x  was mainly due io limita- 

tions of memory ai the time of the SAR calculations. 

For this series of calculations the FDTD space size varies frorn 82 x 78 x 78 cells for mod- 

els without neck (NH and HS models) and minimum head-source point distance of 15 mm, 

to 89 x 78 x 83 çells for models with neck (NHN and HN models) and maximum herid- 

source point distance of 50 mm. 

A single frequency voltage has ken  used as the excitation of the ndio-handset. The forcing 

function was imposed in r vertical gap of one ceIl size at the base of monopole. The çnlcu- 

lated E field distribution has k e n  used to calculrite the SAR distribution. This SN? distri- 

bution is a time harmonic function. Its maximum at any time step hns been specified both 

in its magnitude and its location. From these data the time average of the spatial peak values 

of the SAR distribution has been calculated as a function of the distance "d" between the 

head model and the source point of the radio-handset. Then the following aspects have been 

studied using the resulted data: Time average of the spatial peak of the SAR distri buiion in 

different tissue types, Effect of the neck on the peak of the SAR, Effect of nonhomogneity 

of the model on the SAR, and the effect of head size on the resulting SAR. In the following 

the results obtained wiil be explained referring to the related figures. 

6.6.1 Peak ofthe SAR in different tissues 

Figures (6.19) and (6.20) represent the time average spatial peak for the S AR in heteroge- 

neous models (NHN and NH). In both cases the values of the spatial peak of SAR in muscle 

is higher than the corresponding values in the brain. For both models the corresponding val- 

ues in the eyes are negligible. In addition these figures indicate that the peak of the SAR in 

the NH model is higher than the corresponding values in the MIN model. 



Fig. 6.1 9-71me averaged spatial peak of SA R [ Wkg] in NHN mode1 tissues as u jim ction of disrance "d " 

Fig. &2&Tîe avemged sptial peak of SAR [Wfig] in NH mode1 tissues as ofincrion of dirtance "dm 



In addition. as is seen in Figures (6.19) and (6.20) for d > 30mm the peak values of the 

SAR in both tissues are the same. With decreasing the distance d, the difference between 

their values nses. This behavior moy be explained considering the difference in the dielec- 

uic properties of the related tissues as follows: The source point of the antennû and the cen- 

tre of the spherical part of the head are on the same level, Fig. (6.21). Field is 

inhomogeneous and more intense points are situated in the muscle. Up to the distance of 

d= 30 mm the S AR in the muscle is higher than its value in the brain. This may be attnbuted 

to the nonhomogeneity of the field. Using the relations D = E E and 

SA R = (O l?)/p , the ratio between the SAR values in these tissues under a uniform 

field distribution is around unity (0.97). With raising the distance the penetrated field in the 

head will be more homogeneous. For d > 30mm the SAR ratio of tissues is determined by 

their relative electrical properties and is pncticûlly equal to one. This is more pronounced 

in the case of Nti model in which there is no neck and this eliminates a potential source of 

field heterogeneity. In tact the small difference between the SAR values in the tissues of 

the NHN model may be attributed to the effect of the neck. 

NHN model 

Figum (621)-Tissues arrangement relative to the antenna point source. 



6.6.2 Effect of the neck on the peak of SAR 

Figures (6.22) and (6.23) show the spatial peak values of the SAR in the NHN and HN 

models against the corresponding results in their corresponding mode1 wi thout neck (NH 

and HS model respective1 y). In both cases ridding the neck resul ted in a decrease in the SAR 

of around 5%. For d > 45mm the neck has no effect on the peak of the SAR. 

6.6.3 Homogeneity versus heterogeneity 

Figures (6.24) and (6.25) show cornparison of spatial peak vaiues for nonhomogeneous 

models (NHN and NH) with those of homogeneous models (NH and HS models respec- 

tively). In both cases a perfect match is seen between the corresponding results. That means 

that, heterogeneity has no effect on the peak of S A R  value, and that homogeneous rnodels 

are capable to give good results. Evidently in the process of development of hornogeneous 

models one important step is to find a relevant value for the "equivalent dielectric constant" 

of the model. Our method to calculate this as explained earlier is based on a volume aver- 

aging, considering the volumes of each tissue and their dielectric constant. In these condi- 

tions, the equivalence of the SAR values for homogeneous and heterogeneous models 

seems to be natural. 



Fig. 6.22-Erne averaged spatial peuk o/SAR [Wfig] in NHN and NH rnodels 

Fig. 6.23-TMe avemged spatial peak of SAR Wkg] in HN und NS nodcls 



Fig- 6.2J-Titne avcraged spatial peak of SAR Wfigj: NHN mode1 versus HN mode1 

Fig- 6.2S-ïime avemged spatial peak of S M  WfigJ NH model venus HS model 



6.6.4 E m t  of head ske on the Peak of the SAR 

Figure (6.26) shows a cornparison of the results obtained for the NHN model of different 

sizes (RH=IO cm and RH=9 cm). It is seen thrt decreasing the head size results into an in- 

crease in the spatial peak of the SAR value in the head. The above mentioned sizes have 

been used, because Our calculations are bûsed essentially on adult size rnodels, and to the 

extent that spherical models ;ire concemed, these sizes seem to be representative of real 

adult head sizes. It is interesting to note that. comparing Figure (6.26) and the two curves 

in Figure (6.25), the peak of the SAR for the smaller model is very close to the correspond- 

ing values for the model without neck. That meüns that adding the neck and reducing the 

radius of the spherical section in the head models by 10% has two compensating effects. 

As has already been explained adding the neck results in a decrease in the peak of the SAR. 

6.6.5 Power absorbed in the lread and radiaiiori eficiency 

Figure (6.27) shows the percentage of the absorbed power in the NHN model of the head 

with respect to the rntenna input power. The percentage of the ndiated power of the head- 

handset or its radiation efficiency is also indicated in the sûrne figure as another curve. In 

this figure too, the variable is the distance between the head mode1 and the antenna source 

point. As is seen, under the normal distance of 20- I5 mm from the head to the source point 

(10-5 mm from the head mode1 to the box) the rüdiation efficiency of the system would be 

72% tu 628. In Table (6.6) the percentage of absorbed power in the head for three different 

values of "dm (15-25 mm) are indicated. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion and Conclusion 

7.1 Introduction 

This study has considered the interaction between a radio-handset and the head of its user 

at the frequency of 1900 MHz. using the FDTD rnethod and simple homogeneous and het- 

erogeneous head models. 

By interaction one refers to the effects of the head on the performance of the radio-handset. 

on the one hand, and the deposited power in the head, quantifiable by the SAR. on the other 

hand. The fint class of effects is studied by calculating the input impedance and radiation 

patterns of the radio-hmdset both in the absence and in the presence of the head model. The 

effects of the radio-handset on the head is studied by calculating the time average of the 

spatial peak of the SAR in the head models. In the following a review of the general points 

about these studies and the results obtained, dong with what should be done in the future, 

will be considered. 

7.2 Input impedance 

In the input impedance calculations a sphencd homogeneous model of the head with a n- 

dius of 10 cm has been used. The ce11 size was 2Smm x 2.5mm x 2.5mm and the distance 

between the head model and the source point of the antenna was 2 cm. Under these condi- 

tions the effect of the head on the input impedance was just a small shift in the centre fre- 

quency of the radio-handset. A good agreement has been observed between the results of 

input impedance calculations using the FDTD method, and experimental measurement on 

a wide band of frequencies (0-3 GHz), in both cases of the absence and the presence of the 

head model in the proximity of the radio-handset. 



7.3 Radiation patterns 

Radiation pattems of the radio-handset, in the two cases of isolated handset and head-hand- 

set and in three cuts (XZ, XY, and YZ), have k e n  calculated. In both cases good agree- 

ments is seen between the numerical results and those obtained by measurements. In both 

cases Smm x 5mm x 5mm cells are used and head model was sphencal homogeneous one 

at a distance of 2 cm from the source point of the radio-handset. Calculations and measure- 

ments show that the head blocks the radiation pattems in the head direction. In the XZ plane 

the radiation into half space where the head is situated is affected seriously, in the XY plane 

more attenuation is  seen directly towards the hed's direction, and in the YZ plane radiation 

into the lower half space is attenurted moderately. 

7.4 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 

Four different models of the head have been used in the SAR cdculations: NHN, or Non- 

Homogeneous mode1 with Neck; NH. or NonHomogeneous model without neck; HN, or 

Homogeneous model with Neck; and HS Homogeneous Sphericûl model. The common el- 

ement of al1 the above four models is a spherical section with n radius of 10 cm. The NHN 

model contains 3 tissue types of muscle, bnin and humor. In addition nasal and mouth cav- 

ities have been considered in the model. Conesponding to each heterogeneous model a ho- 

mogeneous model with the s m e  size and geometry has been calculated with an equivalent 

dielectric constant equal to the volume average of the dielecinc constant of its counierpart 

heterogeneous model. 

Time average of the spatial peak for the S A R  as a function of the distance between the head 

and radio-handset in the range (15-50 mm) in al1 the above models have ken  calculated. 

The effects of the size, neck, and heterogeneity is detectable by cornparhg the results, as 

follows. 

Spatial peaks of the SAR in the homogeneous models and in their equivalent heterogeneous 

models are equal. That means, at least to the extent that just the problem of the heterogene- 

ity is concemed, no effect in the spatial peak of the SAR is detectable. This may be due to 

our method of volume averaging to find the equivalent dielectric constant of the homoge- 

neous models. 

Regarding the effects of the size and neck, there are some points to be noted. Firsily, the 



spatial peak of the SAR in the head model with neck used is less than that of the model 

without neck. Secondly, reducing the size of the head model leads to an increase in the spa- 

tial peak of the SAR. Thirâly, it is seen that adding the neck reduces the spatial pedc value 

of the SAR by 5%, while reducing the size of the head by decreasing the radii of the spher- 

ical section and the cylindncal neck by 10% leads to a 5% increase in the peak value of the 

SAR. That means a compensating effect related to reducing the head size and adding the 

neck to the mode1 at the same time. This aspect may be useful, in the cornparison of the 

results obtained for MRI based head models with those for simple head models, specifically 

when these cornparisons will serve to judge the value of simple models. 

7.5 Radiation efficiency 

In another series of cdculations, the percentage of the absorbed and lost powers in the head 

and the radiated power from the head-handset sysiern with respect to the input power as n 

function of head-hmdset distance in the nnge of (15-50 mm) were calculated. Calculaiions 

show thrit, ût a distance of 15 mm, more than 37.58 of the input power is absorbed in the 

head, which corresponds to a radiation efficiency around 62.5%. These values are in a very 

good agreement with similar results reported by Gandhi. (15 1, using an MRI based model 

of the head. Around 50% of the absorbed power in the head is lost as heat. Table (7.1) in- 

dicates a cornparison of SAR calculation results, Pab,%, and q% with those obtained by 

Gandhi (151. 

Table (7.1)-Cornparison of resuits of SA R, Ph, and eficiency with those obtained by Gandhi [ I S ]  



7.6 Difficulties and factors influencing these studles 

Analyzing the head-handset system rnay encounter difficulties originating from its interact- 

ing parts. handset and head, from their relative positioning referred to as configuration of 

the systern, or from the working frequency. These aspects will be considered below. 

Regarding the head, one should note that the human head is not a unique object. It may have 

a vast variety of foms and sizes. In these conditions no head model should be considered 

as a represeniative model of the real head, and using the adjective "adult sized" can not re- 

move al1 ambiguities present in the nature of these models. Regarding dielectric constants 

of tissues. there are some conflicts in the literature. To these one may add the problem of 

dependence of the dielectric constants of tissues on the physiological conditions, [39). 

Considering the handset, there is not a unique geometry for its box, not even for its antenna. 

The only requirement is its working frequency, a panmeter which should be considered 

important for other reasons, too. However in the litenture, normiilly, a h14 monopole 

mounted on a metallic box is considered. This helps the researcher to compare his results 

with those of other researchen, although exact positioning of the monopole on the top of 

the box is not given carefully, a problem which adds some ambiguity to the distance be- 

tween the head and the source point on the antenna. and hence makes difficult the cornpar- 

ison of results. 

Working frequency is another important factor. As has been observed by Meier et al ., [4O], 
in the range 1.5-2.5 GHz the thicknesses of some tissue layers are in the range of hl4-hl?. 

whereby the attenuation in these layers is not significant enough to exclude possible en- 

hancement effects due to reflectîon at the boundaries or due to matching effects. This rnay 

menn that the researchers working in this frequency range should pay more attention to the 

modeling of the head and be aware that the results obtained for other frequencies, in major- 

ity in the 900 MHz band, may not be considered as r reliable inspiring guide. 

7=7 Values of the simple head models 

As has aiready been discussed, it seems that simple models can be used satisfactorily io cal- 

culate the input impedance, and the radiation patterns. In the case of the SAR values under 

similar conditions these models lead to comparable results. There is not a set of clear crite- 

ria to evaiuate the values of simple head rnoâels for SAR calculations at the present time. 



Setting up these criteria may be useful, but it needs a careful classification of the forms of 

the real heads and trying to establish a corresponding class of simple head rnodels incorpo- 

rating most important features of the real heads. This is a multistage project. This study has 

considered the potentials present in simple models, and shows their capabilities. Via these 

rnodels global aspects of the interaction problem. even in SAR calculations which are es- 

sentislly a study of local distribution of EM power deposition, rnay be tractable. Among 

these aspects one rnay note the effects of the neck, effects of the size. effects of the ex, ef- 

fects of the polarization, and so on, on the peak of the SAR value in the head. One may in- 

sist on the natural differences between a simple model and an anatomic or M N  based 

model; but one rnay add the important features of the real head to a simple model. and keep 

i t  ülways mathematically expressible. In this case the resulting code would be usable in dif- 

ferent cell sizes, and hence at different frequencies. 

7.8 Issues for future research 

Our study shows that there is a domain of problems in which the interaction between n ra- 

dio-handset and human head is tractable using just simple rnodels. Knowing the exact 

boundxies of this domain needs more work by researchers. As has been discussed earlier. 

careful study of the problem involves a large number of panmeters and considerations. The 

variations in al1 these properties lead to a spread in the analyzed absorption distribution. A 

strategy on how to obtain scientifically valuable information from this large panmeter 

range has not been worked out yet. This basic approach is reliable, but it is costly and time 

consuming. At the present time a compromise tendency ûdopted by researchers in the field 

is a son of study, which rnay be called type-approvai, which considers r specific model of 

handset, some simplifications and looks for a relatively reliable, time-efficient and cost-ef- 

fective solution to the problem, [39],[54]. 

It seems that work based on simple models, would not be limited in the context of the above 

logic. These studies can be conducted in a manner to consider at the same time the results 

of the type-approval approach, developing simple models via incorporating more features 

of the real head in simple models, doing some type of panmetrization of the head. and look- 

ing for potential biohazard considering the fine structure of the head tissues related to the 

wavelength at the working fîequency. 
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